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NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SUBSCRIPTION

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

$1.50

FRIDAY JULY 5, 1918

NUMBER

records there is nothing to Impute
fraud to this transaction, although, unless the claimant can prove that she
was a purchaser for value without notice the case constitutes a possible
claim on the part of the state la a
civil action.
Third In slse Is the amount of
$2,297.88 set out as duplications by
Moore and Schley. This consists of
two separate items, one a duplication
In the original refunding settlement In
1$9I, the other a duplication of certain
coupons put in judgment by Moore and
Schley In case 3,463.
In 1892 Moore and 8chley secured
the refunding of the railroad bonds of
1887 owned by them together with the
unpaid interest on those bonds. They

duced these same coupons to a judgment (case 7024) and had collected on merely by pleading tbe statute of limtbe judgment (August 12, 1913). An itations:
FE
OF
W. O. Kelly duplications:
indictment was returned by the grand
Amount Barred
Total
by Statute
jury on this item. The amount was
Amount
Limitations
repaid June 26, 1917.
$ 1,002.01
Item 1
$ 1,036. 9
111.
1
ITEM
$910.50.
1,881.60
1,911.50
010.50
t
iio.it
On February 25, 1916, Mr. Kelly pre4
210.64
commis6
1,067.50
sented to the board pt loan
1,067.(0
OF
11,725.05
1.725.0$
sioners a claim based upon coupon 3
T
20.2Ml.Stl
10,111
from bonds 213, 214 and 215, coupons
Fraudulent Bomle:
1
$ 1,15.1T
$.
5 and 6 from bonds 213 and 214, cou- Item
611.75
!
2,(05.00
214 and 215, and
from
bonds
7
1
213,
465.10
2,640.00
pon
(From the few Mexico Tax Review bonds were issued in 1891 and 1892 to
8. 9 and 10 from bond zii.
coupons
(or June, tail, Published by the
w
T
to
refund
the
and
bonds
railroad
New
Aaaoulatlun of
Mexico.)
These bad been paid as to coupon 3 to
Kelly '. . .'$43,634.13
$17,ti.ll
prate that bonds other than those so
the holders at maturity and as to the. Mo ore and
$ 1,150.11
Early in 1917, in tact on the second recorded could not have been issued
Mr. Coler in the settlement w f. Jacob?.
to
balance
day of the administration of Governor to refund that Indebtedness. This In1,372.20
of case 6301. Two Indictments were 'fraud, bonds 5.M1.7B
Bird U. Coler.
43.85
Undsey, there were presented tor bis formation was very pertinent as will
returned on this item.
Paine
Maud
signature three bonds of the state, be shown.
384.75
Otero
series "C," covering claims presented
The state board of loan commisI51.SK0.36
140.561.41
Total
to the boaii of loan commissioners by sioners kept a register of series "C"
Paid In
FraudUnvalldatei
Excessive
Santa Fe county, although in de
Statute ef
Series "C"
W. G. Kelly of Kansas City and Ap- bonds issued by them and a minute
Certificates Computaulent
Duplication
fault
in
of
the greater
the
on
Limitations
payment
ut
Baaed on
Bomls and
tions of
Charge
IVAM1C
proved by them. Governor Lindsay book of their proceedings. They did
On Iv
Serlea "B" Railroad Debt
Claims
Total
Coupons
part of the Interest on the railroad
jntereat
I
.
refused to sign the bonds and asked not keep a register of the Santa Fe Henry p. Chilton
$
$
f04.11
4 186 7 bonds did pay considerable sums from
nrbeHrt;- cunt...:.::::: 171321
Mr. R. C. Held to examine the alleged bonds and coupons taken up or incor"" Ys'.si
17,67.U time to time. The amounts so paid in
F. Jacoby. New Vork. by
evidenced of the railroad Indebted- porated in the judgments against the W Catron
& Catron
n each bond issue by tbe
5 619 76 'n,ereBt
5.419,75
ness for the refunding of which these county funded by them, nor did the
.
J.M7.M
nelly
1.51B.14
4.10.17
6!fl!ss county itself are as follows:
491. 0
17,203. !li
W. D. Murray
bonds were Issued. Mr. Reid advised minute book show the interest cou.1.!
'
iH-16.470.00
Bonl leeue of mil
' ' 2,2:i7'. li 8
Moore
Schley
TiiV.at
41, 676. 3b Bond leeue of XK7
.S.77
7.8JO.OO
gainst the Usue of the bonds and pons upon which such judgments Maud Paine Otero, by Miguel 40,145.41
344.75
184.75 Bond luua of lslil :'2
A.
21,037.60
recOtero
of
examination
the
were
based.
upon partial
Arthur
SellRman
9.175 10
11, 111. 72
672.01
1,404.54
ords found that there had been paid
Total
The act creating the board of loan Chae. A. Spiels
66, 417.60
3. 432.11
4.212.71
1. 780.31
The Interest not paid and added to
Illegally to Mr. Kelly on duplicated commissioners required the county to
the
sum
of
$83,693
was as
61
debt
the
1T.D69.81
16.774.11
principal
sum
of $23,566.36.
l?.121.2t
claims the
U.4J4.f
IlllO.Jl $.e4a.
certify Its indebtedness. The county
It should be perfectly obvious In
follows:
IV.
ITEM
$210.54.
Following this partial audit by Mr. commissioners filed a report which
Bond Usue of
the above table from left to
all but six out of 150 bonds. In
.$ 62,196.00
On the above date, February 26, Bond inane of 1SN7. . .
IUU, Mr. Kelly paid back $3,284.33, presented a correct and complete list readingthat the excess claims In the owned
. 18.440 00
their settlement at that time they 1910, Mr. Kelly presented
, 410.607.0)
to the board Bond issue of !'.
but failed to pay back $20,281.98, al- of bonds, an incorrect and incomplete right
first four columns stand in a differ claimed to own all' the unpaid interest
of loan commissioners a claim based
though asked to do so and although list of judgments and no list at all of ent
1621.141.01
six
ot
the
In
owner
those
the
the
last
from
In
fact
category
coupons.
he acknowledged the duplicate pay- the Interest coupons outstanding and
coupons 35 and 36 from bonds
upon
and
Moore
two.
which
Items
not
All
the
paybonds
upon
presented by
not reduced to judgment. The board
ment.
on ten 213, 214 and 215. These had previous'
contented ments were made in the first four col- Schley presented and collected
The Governor and Mr. Reid then of loan commissfbuers
ly been paid to Mr. Kelly through the
AMONG HEARST'S EMPLOYES
attached
to
$300
statumns
The
were
coupons amounting
proper claims.
asked this Association to make a com- themselves with passing upon each
City National Bank ot Lincoln, Neand
Moors
bonds.
Schley
to
these
six
ute of limitations could have been
as
was
claim
it
returned
was
bonds
of
Issue
stats
audit
of
unsupported
An
indictment
the
presented
braska.
plete
ALBERT SANDER dramatic critic
thus duplicated $300 at that time.
$210.50
of series "C". These bonds were Is- by any knowledge of the basis of pleaded in protection of the taxpayMr.
of "Deutches Journal" spy maBonds 500, 501 and 502 of $100 each on this item. 1917. Kelly repaid
sued to refund all the old bonds of claims already paid by which each ers by the public officers having these
on
June 26,
sterconvicted.
excess) charge. FolSanta Fe County issued In aid of rail- new claim could be checked. A reg- matters In charge. It was not. The represented this
IT KM V. $1,057.50.
HANS VON STENGEL writer on
bonds and their coupons
roads. The history of these bonds is ister of these things would have collection of the claim under these lowing these
On June 3, 1916, Mr. Kelly present"Deutches Journal" started Gernumerous Judgments and to
Interesting especially as bearing upon shown the payment of many coupon conditions involves no reflection upon through
man satirical magazines
with
It was found that ed to the board of loan commissioners
final
settlement
the
of
the
claimants.
would
and
wrong
In17
issues
Reception
the) folly of heavy bond
presented
hoped subsequently
German money interned.
collected on them a claim based upon coupons I to
and
Moore
Schley
no
critiof
kind
have
Involves
bonds
also
of
the
and
new
to
or expected
payment
prevented
"Improve" a
elusive from bonds 187 and 188. These THEODORE SUTRO editor in chief
of duplicated claims alone. cism of tbe claimant. The taxpayers tbe sum of $1,047.02. As Moore and had
of "Deutches Journal" official of
progressive community.
previously been paid to the Caplown all the coupons of tbe
did
Schley
of
Such
Fe
a
or
Sauta
the
those
the
of
of
suite lose,
examination,
n
register,
on
Alliance and
Mr.
Bank
for
Banta Fa County in 1880 and 1887
August
tal
Kelly
City
bonds of several
railroad
original
or
bond
the
certificates
The
proper county gain.
county
counsel in attempt to prevent anregister,
given
and Grant County in 1883 issued
claimed 14, 1914. An indictment was returned
mistake
and
numbers
by
of
Indebted
credence
nulment of charter,
Mr. Coler and Moore and Schley by
given the report
bonds in aid of railroad construction.
of a on this item. Mr. Kelly repaid this
ness of the board of county commls the county represented
an actual them all there Is evidence only
ALBRECHT DE MONTGELAS art
amount on June 26, 1917.
Although held valid in the state
this
in
mistake
original
collecting
recthe
have
prevented
critic of Chicago "Examiner"
claim, but one believed invalid in law.
courts these bonds were held Invalid doners would
ITEM VI. $11,725.06.
and payment of fraudulent The district attorney simply failed to $300, a proper basis for a civil action.
German propagandist and reput- X
lMlii Mr. Kelly nresented
bf the U. 8. Supreme Court and San- ognition
of
all
took
in
and
Moore
up
Schley
of
$12, 134.67.
ed close friend of Hearst in
protect the rights of the county. The
a
ta Fe County refused to pay either bonds to the amount
commissioners
of
loan
number 1 of the bonds of 1892 to the board
terned.
The examination undertaken in this excess computations of Interest rest coupons
a
certlfl- - claim based upon coupons 3 from
principal or interest on the two isa
the
from
took
county
and
W.
writer
sues of $150,0W each which it bad matter necessarily raised numerous for the most part upon the construcbonds 54 to 15U inclusive of the orlg- - ARTHUR"DeutchesMATEIKAT
for
Indebtedness
$4,307.50,
cate
of
Journar'-r-friend
on
made. In 1897 Congress validated the questions of law. Chief among these tion of the rights of the parties to col- - which was to have been paid from the iual railroad bonds of 1880. Mr. Kelly
of Sanders, whom he aided in
bonds of 1883 of Grant couuty and were the legal obligation of the couu- -- iect interest after the state was ready taxes of
.
claimed these coupons had been lost
In fact the certifinotorious attempt to protect
bond issues of Santa Fe county of ty to pay interest upon delinquent In and willing to pay the county debt,
and was put in and uever paid, in fact W. N. Coler
never
was
cate
paid
Captain Boy-EcouBut tne iaat two columns represent
on
these
1891 and 1892 which .refunded tbe terest coupons and the liability of the
a
secured
had
3403.
The
judgment
oase
in
county
WILLIAM BAYARD HALE writer
state to recognize this interest in - U different condition. Some errors are judgment
Original county railroad debt.
shows that coupons 1 pons In J891 and they formed a part
on New York "American" secret
series "C" bonds, and the right o c0UrB9 t0 be expected. But It Is bond register
Santa Fe couuty continued to de- suing
482 to 498 were paid. This of the refunding issue to Mr. Coler at
from
bonds
director 'of German propaganda.
to
the
the
state
and
of
repload
duty
fault In its interest not only on the
HlgnncilIlt tuat th(,r, ara only three could have happened by thefr abstrac- that time. An indictment was
of
-.
limitations
statute
.upon obligations
concerned in duDllcatlons and tion from the county files and a sec- turned on this Item.
railroad bonds but on all others and
was barred by its
Defended In "The American".
only five in all concerned In duplica ond presentation as well as by a duITK.M VH. $20,281.98.
the debt grew as the interest piled tip. whose collection
involvOn
terms.
the
first
question,
tion and fraudulent bonds. Of a total plication on the part of Moore and
1916 Mr. Kelly prs-December
Interest accumulated on the defaulted
On
14,
JEREMIAH O'LEARY jerman pro
more than $28t),:;t:S."9 it was con- of'$.")l,9S0,3G in this class of cases Mr.
Interest and it became apparent that ing
Sehley. A double payment was made. seuieu 10 inu nuam ui tunu wwuiv
to pay
pagandist now on trial after attbe county never could hope to pay cluded that the legal obligation
Kelly secured $i;s,34.13. The follow- That Moore and. Sehley got It cannot sioners a claim based upon the Judg
tempt to escape.
such Interest exisied and on indebtedoat without oppressive taxation.
ing table showing total claims paid be proved. Ot course no fraud caM be uient In case 40Cu. Hubert W. Spier vs,
ness which was valid was properly the several
total
the
of
commissioners.
of
state
claimant,
under
this
the
board
Conparties
county
Under these circumstances
imputed to them
recognized by the board of loan comre-Purely Social Acquaintance
gress granted the state iu tbe ena- missioners. On the second point, tbe amounts overpaid to each on all facts and even a civil action might This case was outlawed, bad been
and
total
case
and
the
6822 and paid to the
vlved by
duplications
fall of proof against them.
bling act one million acres of land statute of limitations, notwithstand- - grounds
pAUL BQLQ pCHA paid agent of
fraudulent bonds shows more clearly
Fourth in size Is the claim of W. F. proper claimaut. The coupons upon
Cm.nv-on.i- c.J
f
upon condition Ui- -t the state assume
d(,cialon of the' District Court
ala
not
overof
were
which the case was founded
Jacob of New York based upon
and pay the railroad debt of Grant for Santa Fe county It was believed the extent to which this class
and shot.
San.of
narrows t only a very few leged bonds 521 and 522 and coupons a part of the railroad debt but
and SauU Fe counties and provided that both the
and tbe duty de- payments
thereof dated Mareh 1, 1892, W. T. y ta Fe county funding bonds. It a prop-- German Agents on Hearst's
that any balance remaining from the volved upon theright
board of loan commis- parties.
did not present these bonds to er olaim at all these coupons, or Judg- proceeds of these lands after 'paying sioners to avail themselves of this deoil.
meuts based on tbem, were a claim Pay
these debts should go to tbe common fense and save the taxpayers tbe paypapllea- - Dupltoa-tton- a for state bonds ot series "B", a charge
school permanent fund and Congress ment of claims which by the terms of
Albert
while dramatic
Sander,
and
Uons Pet on the taxpayers of Santa Fa county.
also stipulated that only debts "valid the statute were barred.
critic of Hearst's "Deutsches JournFraud- Cent ef s
Moreover, Mr. Kelly bad previously al" conducted a German
Total Ant
ulent and
Per Cnt
Total
bureau
and subsisting" on June 20, 1910,
The detailed report submitted to
Parties Claimant
Paid
ulent Bonds presented tbe coupons which bad al-- through which be sent spy
Illesal
Illegalities
Americans
should be paid by tbe slate and re- the governor covers more than one Herbert VV.
100.00
4.166.67
$
$
4,186.47
Clark.. ,.$
106.K87. 71
.57
404.31
W. Chilton
ready been reduced to Judgment In into England, France and Holland
served the right to see that the trust hundred
typewritten pages and goes Henry
174J57.ll
1.11
41 II
.01
, 5J,2i, .96
uira s. coier
case 4000 and had been paid $18,623 to discover British and French miliwas property administered.
H. U. Hole
l.l&O.lt
This
transaction.
into
each
at
length
In bonds and cash of series "B" on tary and naval secrets and transmit
The state Legislature in 1912 treat- 18 lUiptlBSlults 1U ma BiaiB limn stbii-- W. F. Jacoby, New&
them. Thus coupons which aggregated them to Germany. Through the ar-.- j
Tork, Catron
ed a state loan commission consisting BD,e but the conclusion In each case
S 616 76
Catron
110
lite. 06
S61.7S
l.ftf.Tt
of one of these spies, George
$9,6t.04) ware mads the basis of re- rest
16.040.47
Q. Kelly
6i oe
41614 11
4.S4
19,606.16
of tbe auditor, treasurer and attorney wl D9
and tn Balneg Md W.
(ortn
4k Sehley
fol- Vaux Bacon, in London, the plot was
531.91
Moor
11.70
as
M
of
154,
M67.ll
41,676.16
$67,950.49
funding
payments
W. O. Murray
Sander was indicted on
fO.U
6150
exposed.
general, cnargea who me amy 10 aselt.ll
giyWt
lows:
Maud Paine Otero, by
Bacon's testimony, and sentenced to
ana 111 me raiiruau ueui ui umui auvi
mind
to
in
M.
is
asked
184.75
The
100.04
114.75
A.
bear
114.71
100.00
reader
Otero
, ... i ...
a,- n Mliinil thle
two years in the Atlanta penitentiary.
Case Hit, valid alalm, paid to
11.71
Arthur Seligman
11,111.71
st.m.i
C. A. Hpl
Series B
$11,141.11
Sander received over $,004) from a
Sliver City Nat. Bank
10,761.56
Inno
Is
Itself
of
from
taken
an
tile.
indivraual
A.
Coupons
4.111.T1
C,
111
14.121.5!
Carman paymaster for bis work. His
Spiaas
terest with new bonds known as up against
valid olalm. paid to W. O.
8. Spits
1,072.65
when
Even
of
wrongdoing
11.41101 salary from Hearst is not known.
101.87
W. 5. Woodruff
Kelly Serins B
bonds of Series C. these and the
Case 4060, outlawed and reHana von Stengel, interned last
"ed UP duplicate pay-soterest thereon to be paid from the pro-- otatau
vived hy case 652, Invalid
11.11
4.1
Total
$1(2.621.11
.....$1,114,116.12
$II,MM
December as a dangerous enemy
or
fraudulent
ts r apparently
claim, paid to W. U. Kelly
of the million acres of land
10,111.11
alien, was distinguished
Series C
by being
'Stiver City National Bank Papers missing.
regular bonds, the claimant must hsvs
to the state.
employed on Hearst'a "Deutsches
commissioner
loan
of
157,110.41
Five parties are Included in tbe list
To make a complete audit It wMin0WI1 ot ,uch duplication or fraud to
fairi
Journal"
a
when
his
as
talents
writer
cnargea eiuier oy iue crumu.i
t
trace the original Issue
of those securing duplicate paymeai 01 xhay were presented by the law
Tmo Indictments were returned oa were altogether thosa of an artist.
with
sound
and
or
to
fair
judgment
acll
irnuuuiouv
by
or
Catron
suite
ft
to
of
claiming
follow
Catron
the
presenting
He had come to America in 1915,
coupons
ef railroad bonds,
to defraud the state. bonds. AH of these Items represent a for Mr. Jacoby. The bonds are not ths above transactions.
with a considerable sum of money
apon interest coupons from these guilty Intentions more
BONDS
as
FRAUDULENT
reimunfortunate
be
1892.
could
for
state
ot
March
1,
the
bonds
of
ot
Nothing
like the other
said to b $50,000 which ho used
claim on the part
'bonds which followed the default
un- for the founding of two German
bursement. If presented by the claim- they were never registered by the
the county, to trace the bonds and a' result of tills investigation than
Item 1
...H.lll.lT
J
of
form
to
ba
founded
the
against
to
monthlies for which he
satirical
writer
wrongdoing
...
2.605.01
charges
Item i
county and appear
ant w(tn fraudulent intent they
Judgments on the coupons through the
... 2.640.00
Item 1
drew illustrations, "Zeppelin"
and
forgeries.
..refunding process In 1891 and 189$ anyone merely because in the opinion ths basis ot a criminal prosecuuuu.
later "Eulenspiegel".
In this work
Total
Finally, ths claims of Mr. W. Q. Kel-- i
...16,420.17
isad to trace the payment of Interest, of the director of this association the
Each case will be discussed la
he bad the editorial assistance of
eourt judgments thereon and finally board of loan commissioners paid the
ly amounting in series "C" otelalmsj
Of course at this time the
ITEM I. $1,185.17.
Otto Julius Merkel, now also intern- $43,-- 1
.the issue ot series "C" bonds for cou- claimant more than they were legally
fraudulent intent will not be alone to anIs
ot
Part of the coupons from bond 326 ed.
made up ot
pons, judgments and bonds by the bound to do. There is room for rea- disclosed but any evidence clearly dis- 634.18. This
were discussed under the name of
When tbe Department of Justice
sonable differences of opinions as to
board ot loan commissioners.
be.
will
.$37.201.C Maud Paine Otero. This claim of Mr. created a vacancy on "Deutsches
proving such intent
Duplications
6.410.17
.
bonds
Fraudulent
In the beginning It was found that ths law and even if there were not
Kelly comprised some other coupons Journal by interning von Stengel.
The first and smallest Item is that
In various ways interest coupons and the securing of more than a full legal
chum of
41.614.11, and the bond itaelf. No Indictment Arthur W. Mateikat,
opposite the nama of Mr. Bird
,
van many court papers had disap- - payment on a debt Itself regular entered
DUPLICATIONS.
Sander, joined Hearst s staff. It was
was returned on this item.
B. Coler, $43.85. One coupon, one Item
Items
Mateikat who. with Sander, got in- ..$ 1.026.1
peared from the court files of Santa stands upon a different footing from in the thousands presented
ITB-II toennn
by Mr.
1.951. Vi
1
trouble with the authorities three
re county. Why or how this happened repeated double payments to Indlvld-oann- Coler
910.5D
couone
This
June
On
Mr.
3,
a
while
1916,
is
duplication.
Kelly
210.54
now be told as the information aais who knew the claim had already
lye.r,
.fo wnen he trfeJ , ,Mur.
in
and
8
17
judgto
from
bonds
1.057.50
was
put
presenting coupons
presented
from Mrs. Richard P. Stagier a re-- ',
will' be of service in several criminal Deen paid sometimes to themselves, pon
11.725.05
Mr.
187
second
188
and
also
above
Mr.
to
by
Coler,
ment first by
presented
pudiation of her testimony against,
I0.2S1.SI
actions now pending. It was necessary
K inouid also be remembered that
the board of loan commissioners an Captain Boy-EThe cancelled coupon is in
then involved in
to supply this missing Information. th8 0Ter.payment of claims by the Seligman. the
District
Total
$17,201.11
bond
number
in
!54
case
the
alleged
purporting passport frauds.
Without a correct list of the Interest board although made for the most part the file of
to
Theodore
secured
of
American citiz- a
be
an
Issue
of September
Sutro,
the
pari
on which Mr. Seligman
ITEM I. $1,036.89
coupons upon which numerous Judg- by the Issue of bonds was of vital In- Court
29, 1891, to W. N. Coler. This bond len born " Germany, was for two
are
missing
Thet
coupons
Imwas
Mr.
Judgment
it
were
probased
ments
On October 28, 1915,
obviously
Kelly
Under the
terest to the taxpayers.
years and a half editor in chief of
file of the Coler case. The
possible to tell whether coupons later terms of the grant of one million acres from tbe
arat s Deutsches Journal".
His
or
the
perMr.
Coler,
believes
writer
a
submitted for refunding represented
.
dutie were representinc the paper.
v. ,t..
from
fe(Jera, BOVerilraerlt son drawing his complaint, made a sioners among other Items coupon
Ex5
state.
from
6
and
.
from bond 28, coupons
lawful claim against the
at German gatherings, aa ll as do- ebt tn.
gert(lg ..c
c(jTer
nrtI,m.. .
mistake In listing this particular cou- - bonds 208, 209 and 215. wurn 7 from 1 it,
editorial work
Sutro is best
cept In one case now being Investigat- from tn(l proceeds of theg9
,eft
'
known through. his connection
l bonds 208 and 209, coupons 8, 9 and.'
with
sd the information was finally
bonds are paid pon.
din aJl AA
ITf
the
it
after
tTPW
A
lands,
any,
attorney
n
district
the
ei.ow.wu.
iu.
Alliance and
the
Undoubtedly
10 from bonds 208, 209 and 215 and,
Although the District Court is to be added to the common school
December
the
over
0a
14,
his
when
to
coupons
check
1916,
Mr.
to
save
its
failed
from
charter
collect-either
i
attempt
n
records were missing the Supreme
(rom bond 20g. He
fund, by so much relieving or failed to detect this one Item among
e"Y was securing the third payment annulment by Congress.
Of Sutro
Court records were not where cases permanent
ed thereon $1,036.87V4 or ignoring
taxthe
demands
upon
necessary
the
In
ne
.Of
the
the
can d. aperry, or Syra1
case
items.
ot
coupons
similar
rroreiwr
counumber
Spier,
a
a
cent.
These
of
had been appealed. Copies of
fractions
$1,036.89.
large
who investigated
payers. As there Is now available face of the coupon was $25.00, Interest bad previously been paid as follows: (above) he presented through the cuse University,
pons and of complaints were found In
Santa Fe bank a bond numbered 2C4 German propaganda otensivelv for
$300,000 from such proceeds it $18.85. There is nothing in this state
the hands of the plaintiffs or their at- rfearly
3
holders
To
at
maturity which was exactly like the bond 254 the Federal government, has said:
Coupon
is clear that a large surplus will be of facts to impute fraud to any of the
torneys.
of the coupons.
discussed above except as to number.
the schools. As Interest
"As editor of Hmrsf's 'pents-rlie- s
concerned.
When this Information had been as available for
parties
S
to. 10 To Bird S. Coler An indictment was returned on this
amounts In thirty
ct a
Coupons
J.ivrnal' lie
preat
In size Is $384.75 in
sembled the records Of the board of upon the bonds
item
second
The
settlement of case 6301.
item.
cent of their face
influence and he j mnt active
Maud
for
A.
loan commissioners, consisting of the roars to 135 per
Otero
lpT.
35 To the City National
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THE SANTA

THE REFUNDING

RAILROAD BONDS BY THE STATE
BOARD

LOAN COMMISSIONERS

Tax-paye-

pay-Ben-

from the proceeds of land have
been made In, a total turn of $l,9'2'i.62.
Of these three bonds have been cancelled and ' $284.38 has been repaid.
The Interest on the bonds outstanding
constitutes an annual charge upon the
The
proceeds of lands of $53,100.
bonds are optional in ten years. If
paid then, the total payments of Interest and principal will aggregate
If not paid till maturity the
Interest will amount to $1,593,000 and
the total payments will be $2,773,000.
Passing immediately to the excess
payments made by the board the following table is a statement of the persons to whom these payments were
made and the ground of excess:

alao to bear all the expenses of
ending an American delegation of a
dozen members to Berlin in the interests of the project.
Albrecht do Montgelae, who was
interned as a dangerous enemy alien
in January, 1918, was employed
on hi Chicago "Examiner''
as art critic. Montgelae claimed that
he was a close personal friend of
Hearst and that be always dined and
conferred with Hearst whan he visit-e- d
Chicago.
Dr. William Bayard Hale was fully exposed on October 29 and 341,
1917, as a secret director of German
propaganda prior to 1917. In this
work be conferred twice a week with
Dernburg, Albert Fuehr, Macklen-burClaussen, Viereck and frequently with Munsterberg and Boy-EWhile he secretly directed German propaganda, he was at the same
time an employe of Hearst. In both
employments be condoned the sinkOn the day
ing of the Lusitania.
following the tragedy he sent to tbe
edited
and
corrected, the
printer,
speech defending the sinking made
a few hours later by Dr. Dernberg
in Cleveland.

.
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Calling Down Wilson for O'Leary
The hiatory of that fugitive from
justice, Jeremiah O'Leary, needs no
retelling at this time. It is interesting, however, to recall Hearst's endorsement printed in "The American"
in October, 1916, following President
Wilsons telegram to O Leary.
"Your telegram
I
received..
would feel deeply mortified to
have you or anybody like you
vote for me. Since you have access to many disloyal Americans
and I have not, I will ask you to
convey this message to them;"
on
the message,
Commenting
Hearst's New York "American" said:
"As an American citizen Mr.
O'I.eary puts loyalty to America
aliovc loyalty to England.
"His disloyalty is not to America, but to a foreign government.
"Upon this proposition we are
all with Mr. O'I.eary.
"It is amazing; that any American can he found to take any
other view and those Americans
who do take another view are
those who are disloyal. Mr. Wilson."
But none of these cases of Hearst'a
connection
atwith
tracted the attention given to the
dining and entertaining of the American publisher by Paul Bolo Pacha
during his last visit to New York,
a visit which ultimately brought the
French traitor before a firing squad.
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ARCHBISHOP PITAVAL
RESIGNS
AFTER
TEN
YEARS SERVICE HERE
The Most Rev. J. B. Piravat. D. D.
archdiocese
of
Santa Fe, has resigned as archbishop.
I lis
resignation has been accepted by
the Pope, but His Grace lias been
requested to continue as archbishop
until a successor is appointed at
Rome.
In his letter of resignation the
archbishop says the affairs of the
archdiocese can be better administered by a younger man.
John Baptist Pitaval, archbishop of
Santa Fe. is a native of Lyons,
France. He was ordained a priest
December 24, 1881. He was named
administrator of the diocese. May 22,
1908, and promoted
to the see of
Santa Fe, January 3, 1909.
Pitaval is the fifth,
Archbishop
archbishop of Santa Fe. The form,
er archbishops, and the dates of their
consecration and then of their deathi
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J. B. Lamy, created first archbishop in 1875; resigned 1885; died
Feb. 13, 1888.
J. B. Salpointe. succeeded to the
see of Santa Fe. 1885; resigned, 1894;
died July 15, 1898.
P. L. Chapelle, archbishop of Santa
Fe, 1894; transferred to New Orleans,
1897; died, August 9, 1905.
Peter Bourgadc, transferred to
Santa Fe, 1899; died May 17, 1B.
Tbe Archdiocese of Santa Fe
The archdiocese of Santa F"e U
vast. It is not only the largest of
the fourteen archdiocese in the United States, but it is nearly four times
as large as the next in size, that of
St. Louis, and about fifty times at
large as the smallest, that of Boston.
Its ar.'a in square miles is 104.168.
fine of the duties of an archbishop,
to visit all parts of his archdiocese
and give confirmation, is a tremendous undertaking for a prelate in a
see so vast as that of New Mexico,
where- railroad facilities are often absent, where great mountains often
must be traversed, rivers forded anl
deserts crossed.
CREEL GETS ON PAYROLL
THEN CHANGES OPINION

Georie t'rcel. the administration'!

chief press affent. whose labors in
propaganda are regarded as "indispensable" wrote for the Rocky Mountain News on January 14th, '2. an
edtoriil containing the following:
"!ntea ,,f standing before the
world as a triumphant democracy,
m wh'.-on' man is not favored
bis brother. America is now
as a nation ot" commercial
sharks. willing to devour one another if otlu r yanie is not at hand
iiciTge now t vplains that this is
true only imleY a Republican
Whenever
George's
name is on the federal payroll, the
harks become the tamest kind of
The sure
u. fill and ornamental
cure for a political revolutionary is
to hand htm a government job.
National Republican.
I

he-fo- re

fi-- h.

WRONG CONCEPTION ABOUT
CHOOSING
OF
SENATORS

German-America-
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Henry Ford evidently imagines he
is living in a monarchy where members of the House of Lords are appointed by the executive, rather than
in a republic where members of the
Senate are elected by the people- .National Republican.
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ALL OF BELGIUM AND 81 ICE OF
FRANCE INCLUDED IN PRUSSIAN DEMANDS.

SHIP

SOUK

FRENCH AND BRITISH TROOPS
IMPROVE POSITIONS AND TAKE
1,400 PRISONERS.
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Colorado.

WORTH KNOWING

The United States bureau of standdeards has developed a
vice making color tests of cottonseed
labor-savin-

Minnesota Is the latest state to bar
alien teachers.
Congressman Nolan of California is
molder by trade.
It la proposed to give London (England) firemen an Increase of 15 shillings ($3.75) a week until after the
war.
Barry McDonald two years ago entered the Columbus (O.) prison weighing 200 pounds. When released the
other day he weighed 340 pounds.
German city
Garbage wagons in
re arranged to be drawn either by
horses or electric tractors, the latter
bering 36 per cent cheaper to operate.
An electrically operated tremolo attachment for stringed Instruments has
been Invented which produces the deare
sired effects when buttons
pressed.
A Plttsfield (Mass.) young man
started to move to another town.
hat to
When he looked around for
wear up street he fonnd that every
nc he owned had been packed and
skipped to his new home.

g

oil.

Mrs. Rebecca Mayo, age ninety, still
conducts a shoe store In Province-towMass.
She has had charge of
the business since her husband died,

in 1875.
All printers among the Russian prisoners in Germany are being kept busy
on propaganda books In Russian, to

popularise the kaiser and everything
German.
The flag pole on top of s tower on
a New York hotel has been so mounted that it can be lowered Into a tubular rasing for painting or repairing.
Two Mt. Holyoke college girls, recently hired as drivers of milk routes
In South Hadley. Mass., have proved
so efficient that they will be retained
In

their Jobs.
It Is estimated that there are

Kmlts.

Shelburne, N. S.

cent Increase la wages.

Congress Appropriates t35.000.000.000
Washington. The world's first $35.- was a reality
000,000,000 congress
Monday when tbe laat annronrlatinn
measure of this session was Introduced
in the United States House of Repre- sentativea. Including; loans to the al
lies, expenditures authorised at this
session totaled $31,189,000,000.

darks' Hours Vstesd.
Washington. President Wilson vetoed the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill on account of
a provision increasing the hours of
work for government clerks from seven to eight hours a day.

to Visit Slavs.
Washington. Plana tor sending a
commission to Russia to assist that
country economically and industrially
have advanced to the point where it
is possible to announce on official
authority that the personnel of the
commission is now being discussed.

Brigadiers and Colonels Promoted.'
Washington. Nominations of eight
brigadier generals in ths national
army to be major generals and of
reecolonels to be brigadier generals were sent to the Senate by President Wilson.

Sink 2U.S3 Tons tn Month.
Washington. Allied and newtral
darshipping sunk by Germ as
ing tbe first tweaty-eib- t
days In Msy
totaled 233.63S gross tons, according to
estimates made by tbe Nary Deasirt-menSenator Beckham of Knrtnrky
announced In the Senate.

Thousands of Ants In Hill.
eaceful Intervention tn Russia.
ant hill two feet In height con'Bulgarians Urge War en Greece,
tains about 03,000 ants, according ts
Amsterdam. Bulgaria la demand
Washington. President Wilson is
ths observations and counting, extend- for peaceful, not forceful. Intervention ing that Germany and Austria-Huing over two years, carried oat by a o rehabilitate Russia and expel the gary declare war on Greece, the Kress
Hun.
naturalist.
Zeltung states.

Americans Blow Up Railway Station.
With the' American Armies In
France. An American bombing squad
ron blew up the railroad station and
yards at Conflans (twenty miles east
of Verdun) and returned aafely.

Enemy Raiders Active Near U. S.
Washington. Shipping oeu rathag tn
the area east of longttsoe
aaftsa
da
latitudo of Cape Race and IV i
has been warned of enemy actrvtu.- tbs Navy Depaitmont ana

Keep Cheerful.
Ton find yourself refreshed by tin
presence of cheerful people; why not
make ernest efforts to confer that
Ton will And
pleasure on others?
half the battle Is gained If yon will
never allow yosrself to say anything
gloomy.

20,-0-

tons of coal, which can be reclaimed from the Schuylkill river between Schuylkill Haven and Auburn,
Pa. Several washer! es take coal from
the river bed when the weather pet

and 35,635 men.

Invention Constantly Imsreved.
Dynamite Blast Kills Twenty Miners.
The storage battery or electric acVirginia, Minn. At least twenty
cumulator of Faure was first exhibited miners are known to be dead as the
In London 37 yesrs sgo. Since then result of an explocion of dynamite,
the Invention hss been greatly Im- set off by a bolt of lightning during a
proved by Edison and others, and Is storm at the 8ilver mine. Thousands
now successfully applied to the operaof tons of ore caved in, burying the
tion of street cars and other uses.
twenty men. Several others were Injured seriously.
Steady Hand Imperative.
A steady hsnd In military affairs It
Canada Has 400,000 in War.
more requisite thsn In peace, becsnsc
I.ondon. Canada already has sent
an error committed in war may prove 400,000 men to the war, and has anirremediable. Bacon.
other 100,000 in reserve.
Former

A, ft. Head Indicted.
Fo.lowlng an investigation of the financial affairs of the National Emergency Relief Society, Mrs.
William Cumining Story, former director general of tbe Daughters of the
American Revolution, was indicted
here on charges of grand larceny,
petit larceny and conspiracy.
D.

New York.

Order 2,000 Executed for Revolt
Paris. There have seen rrbstlksos
outbreaks among ths garrisons of the
cities of Oyor aad Pecs, H angary, as a
result of which t.vOt of the salutary
involved In the mutiny have noen con
demned to death, according to re soils
received by the Matin. Both Aansrls
President Asks Federal Wire Control, and Hungary are affected by the revoGovernment control lutionary movement which is aw Id to
Washington.
State of War Declared in Archangel
and operation of ,the nation's telegraph be In progress on n large scale m AusA state of war has been and telephone systems
Moscow.
was recom- tria. Violent demoast rations are reproclaimed' in the province of Archan- mended to Congress by President Wil- ported to have occurred in tsntiew
gel.
son.
cities.
U. 8. Commission

An
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YANKEES DRIVE

I Our Part in Feeding the Ilattonj
(Special Information

Service, United BUtes Department

of Agriculture.)

AMERICANS ANNIHILATE BOCHE
FORCE AND HOLD ALL
GROUND TAKEN.

EXPLAINING ONE FARM PROBLEM
.
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Manu ships bearino
nurses and wounded
.soldiers have been targets for the German
U-Bo-

ats

e
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I nlon New. Hervic.
Uie American Force' on the
July 3. All entire German

1

ES3TS

W

'

Jm.

ed in the fighting wobI of Hill 2U4,
cording to official information. The
attack by the Americans ou tho Vaux
positions was so terrific that they
swept right through the enemy lines,
and had their object been to continue
the advance they could have done so
with the greatest ease, as virtually
everything before them had been
cleared. So great was the enthusiasm
of the men, the officers in some cases
had to look sharp to keep them from
going beyond the set objectives.
It is not improbable tnat the Germans are planning another counter attack for the coming dark ho rs, but
preparations have been niadtj to meet

iMmm

Hs.

The County Agent It Telling Hie Farm and City Littenere the Importance
of Good Seed Corn and How to Select It.

COUNTY AGENT
BECOMES LEADER
Hat Come to Act as Clearing
House of

CAN

-

regiment has been virtually annihilatac-

1

City

..jffiFTXZK -

KED CROSS

ON SOMME
BRITISH ADVANCE
FRONT AND FRENCH WIN IN
AISNE-MARN-

.

Be-twe- en

and Country.

federal specialists. They are extension workers of the United States department of agriculture and the state
colleges.
The number now at work represents
an increase of more than 4,000 over
those at work July 1, 1017. About 600
emergency agents over the number
working in May, 1018, were at work in
June, 1818.
This is the strength of this division
of the food production forces:
Regular.Emergency.Total.
2,129
,H6
County agent work. .1,018
Home aemoniirauon
407
1107
1,600
work
Boye' and girls' club 163
961
1.U4
work

DIRECT. WHERE NEEDED

Total
None of Hla Time Can Be Devoted to
Work That Doea Not Concern

4,580

6.169
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RED CROSS PIG CLUB

Agricultural
to Be Buty Man.

Development-Lik-ely

The county agent In Carroll i
county, Mississippi, started out
The growth and the strengthening of
last wlnter to combine pork pro- the county agent system has resulted
duction aud Red Cross work.
In almost all cases In the county agents
He tried to get 2,500 people
coming to be recognized as the agrieach to raise one pig to be
cultural leaders in their counties, acknown as a Ked Cross pig. In-cording to reports to the United
stead of 2,500 members, he got
States department of agriculture.
3,000 In a county that has only
Help for City and Country.
'
voters. In September ,
The county agent has come to act & 1,600
members are to sendjj
club
the
aa the clearing house of
3,000 hogs to the St. Louis mar- He Is available to both the city man
ket. This will mean a contrl 9
and the country man and can transbutton estimated at $10,000 to t
mit from one to the other requests for
the Red Cross, In addition to
dican
He
of
offers
and
help.
help
more
for the country and
rect, to places where it is needed, farm 5 more pork
money for Carroll county,
labor offered; he can assist farmer in
A $25 registered pig Is given
markettheir problem of
each month as a prize to the
comof
chambers
can
Inform
be
ing;
Umember whose pig has made
of
councils
defense,
merce, county
merchants' associations and other ur- 5 the greatest gain.
ban bodies, of the problems before the
farmers In his county; in general he
ia in a position to act aa the medium
Aid Farmers.
through which the town will meet the
When a business concern wants to
needs of the country and the country
borrow money it makes a business
will meet the needs of the town.
statement showing the Inventory oi
Must Concentrate Efforts.
money invested at the beginning and
to
is
required
Every county agent
end of the year the money taken in
know and observe that his services beduring the year, the expenses and the
long to all the people in his county, profits. With this statement a banket
none
of
time
htt
hut it is evident that
knowa whether or not it Is safe to
ran be given to work that doea not loan money to this company In other
He
concern agricultural development.
words, whether the company has a
Is placed in the county to atlmulate
chance of securing profitable regood
congood fanning. Therefore, he mus
from a further Investment Id
turns
fine himself to work on definite prob- their business.
A company with a
ueces-earlems affecting farmers. It la
as
shown by such
business,
good
for bim to utlliseathe aid of comstatement, usually haa good credit
munity organizations to the fullest and can borrow money cheaply.
stent and It is within his duties to
There are many farmers In this
Impress upon the town people bow
who keep records of what
vital their Interest and help la to the country
they have on hand at the beginning
formers.
end of
year and of what they
In the war emergency the county and In and the
what they spend. These
take
the
not
are
only representing
agents
men can borrow money more easily
agricultural colleges and the departcheaply than most farmers bement of agriculture, but are assisting and
cause they have the figures to show
the
food
treasury the banker.
the
administration,
department, the war department, the
But before a farmer borrows any
navy department, the department of
money he should have very clearly in
Justice and the department of labor.
mind what he wants to use It for,
Help In Direct War Work.
and be very sure that In the end It
to
addition
In
have
aided.
They
will pay him to borrow.
their regular activities. In such work
aa food surreys, seed surveys, seed
Rice In ths United States.
distribution, obtaining credit for farm- era, selling Liberty bonds, eradication
During the last two years the prok
of
diseases, surveys of live- duction of rice in this country has
stock diseases, surveys of Insect pesta been at Its maximum, between 38,000,-00- 0
and campaigns for their destruction,
and 40,000,000 bushels or, roughly,
h
billion pounds. So far
marketing farm products, preferential one and
of
or priority shipments by railroads
aa climate and soil are concerned, ths
farm products and all farm supplies, rice acreage In the United States
and the dissemination of Information might be Increased many fold, accordajven out by the war department, the ing to the United States department
council of national defense and the of agriculture, since In the states of
committee on public Information re North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgarding the war and other matters af gia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
fecting the national policy nnder war Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and Calicondition.
fornia, as well as In small areas In
Thus It can be seen that the county Missouri, millions of acres are adoptagent la Ukdy to be a rather busy ed to the cultivation of this crop,
sea.
while less than one million acres located within a comparatively few
In Feod Production Army.
states sre now occupied by rice. One
of the quickest ways of Increasing the
More than 6,000 men and women
6,166 Jane) 1 ere carrying to every crop, the federal specialists say. Is
community in the United States the to expand the acreage In the areas
food production and food conserving where rice is already profitably
knowledge that has been tested by grown.
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A vast quantity of material, considof the operations, Is

ering the size

being taken to t.a rear, but probably
will not be tabulated for several days.
In the fightiug west of Vaux the
aided by the French,
Americans,
stormed several enemy nests and
killed or captured the occupants;
then turned the guns the other way,
using tbem enectlvely against the
enemy rear areas.
The Americans penetrated the enemy's lines to a depth of about a kilometer and a half on a front of four
kilometers.
Late reports from the advanced
front brought back through a heavy
enemy barrage confirmed the earlier
statements that the Americans have
reached their objective and are holding every point.
The German counter attack, which
'waa fiercely conducted, resulted In th
their
Americans further increasing
number of prisoners. Virtually the remainder of the enemy attacking force
waa annihilated.
An American air squadron, composed
of nine machines, had a thrilling
fight north of Chateau Thierry
with a German flight squadron
of the same number. At least three of
the German planes were driven down,
plunging to the earth, and up to 6
o'clock last night two of the Americans
bad not returned.
On the British front in the Picardy
area Field Marshal Haig's troops have
been forced hard to hold their new line
northeast of AmienB, where on Sunday
night they forced the Germans out of a
valuable position on the high ground
near Bouzincourt, north of Albert.
On the other parts of the front there
were raiding operations In which prisoners were taken both by the British
and the French. The Germans were repulsed In several raiding attempts.
General Diaz strengthened appreciably his position between Aslago and
the Brent in the operations of Saturday and Sunday in which Monte di Val
Bella, Col del Rosso and Col dl Chelo
were taken.
half-hou- r

Sixty Die In Shell Plant Blaet.
London. An explosion occurred in
ths national shell filling .factory in the
Midlands. Between sixty and seventy

persons lost their

Uvea.

LIEUT. JACKSON DIE8 IN FRANCE

Four Other Colorado and Four

Wyo-

ming Men in Casualties.
Denver. Lieut. Roland Jackson oi
Colorado Springs, stepson of Helen
Hunt Jackson, famous novelist, wat
killed In action In the fighting around
Chateau Thierry, according to a message received by hla father, W. S.
Jackson, in Colorado Springs.
Tbe War (Department announced
the death of Private Buster Anderson
Ellsworth, Cripple Creek boy, who
waa killed on June 11 "somewhere la

France."
Three Colorado men are given in
the list of casualties cabled from the

Anferlcan expeditionary headquarter!
Tuesday. Raymond A. Johnson, Harry A. Jones and Clinton W. Fuller are
classified aa "missing."
Four Wyoming men are also named
In ths asms list: Ralph C. Robbini
and John C. Ryan, Rawlins; Edgar R.
Dragoo, Basin, and Joseph Schlater,
Rock Springs.

one-fift-

-

Week's British Casualties Total

29,193

London. British casualties for the
week ending July 2 were 704 officers
and 29,193 men of all ranks.

Over Million

U. S. Troops in France.
Washington. American troops sent
oversea number 1,019,115 on July 1.
This was made known Tuesday night
by President Wilson, who gave to the
public a letter from Secretary Baker
disc losing a record of achievement
which President Wilson said "must
cause universal satisfaction"
and
which "will give additional xest to our
national celebration of the Fourth of
July." The first units noncombatant
left American shores on May 8, 1917.
General Pershing followed twelve days
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made dramatic because the missile
of destruction struck her where the
red cross of mercy was puluted on
her side, as if It were a bull's-eyfor Just such murderous shots. I wus
speuking to a merchant ship
about It and asked htm why he had given up the
command of a certain British hospltul ship, a berth
which to my landsman's eyes had neenieU to be the
easiest on the sea today In spite of instum-elike
the Rewn.
He didn't look at mu us he answered. He looked
far out through his cublu port at the tower of tho
Wool worth building. He Dually told me that In
spite of the dunger It was easier on him lo take a
merchant ship or a transport through the war zone
than to have his heart torn asunder by the suffering of Immunity he liuil seen on hospital ships;
men gassed mid wrliliim; in ugony; men wounded
or mutilated out of sheer deviltry. Frlghtfulness
waste of manhood because the kaiser wanted to
dominate the world Hint's what he saw on a hospital ship; and when his ship of mercy, like tho
Rewa, was torpedoed without wuriiiug and he managed to beach her before she sunk he simply went
to pieces, as have many hospital ship commuudcrs
before him.
Every hospital ship sunk means that the allies
must replace It with a ship which has been carrying food and munitions. That Is Germany's game.
Finding her submarine warfare was not succeeding
as she had hoped, she lessens (he totiunge of her
enemies by fouler menns still and covers up her
dastardly motives by officially saying:
"The German government can no lunger suffer
that the BrltUh government should forward troops
and munitions to the main theater of war under
cover of the Bed Cross, and It therefore declares
that from now on no enemy hospital iihlp will be
allowed In the ea zone comprised between a line
drawn from Flamborough Head to Tetuchelling on
the one hand and Ushant and Land's End on the
other. If in this sea zone after the expiry of tbe
stated time any enemy hospltul ship Is encountered
it will be considered ss a vessel of war and It will
be attacked without further ceremony."
And knowing full well that no allied hospital
ships were carrying either troops, munitions or
anything which they shouldn't In their garb of
mercy, Germany has lessened tonnage by sinking
the hospital ship Britannic (50,000 tons), Asturlas
(11,400 tons), Gloucester Castle (7.000 tons),
Donegal (1,097 tons), Salta (7,284 tons), Lanfranc
(6,275 tons), Dovtf Castle (8,200 tous), Rewa
(7,267 tons), Glenart Castle (9,000 tons),
Castle (10,000 tons), and othera amounting
to over 200,000 tons.
Germany has already begun paving the way to
lessen American tonnage by sinking our hospital
ships whenever we get any. On Hay 1, 1018, she
officially notified the world that
"Amwlcan aviators are crossing to Europe as
members of the Red Cross on hospital ships. This
misuse of the Red Cross appears from documentary
evidence found on American aviators who have
been shot down. An American, brought down In
the region of the army of General von Uutler carried a pass which referred to hi in as a member of
the American ambulance for France.
"Prisoners openly admit that it Is tbe general
practice for aviators to enter American ambulance
service for their passage to Europe and to cross on
hospital ships. After they are landed In France
they immediately transfer to the automobile corps
and thence Into the air service.
"The captured aviator referred to had, however,
transferred directly from the ambulance service
Into the air service. Another carried a certificate
.11. eh the dates of several transfers were
Indicated."
Except for the naval hospital ship Solace and
hospital yacht Surf attached to our fleet, and two
Ward liners being converted Into the hospital ships
Comfort and Mercy, solely for the use of the navy
and at this writing not yet In service, the United
States has had no hospital ships at all. Consequently it would be Impossible for American aviators to cross on such ships as Germany states they
have. The aviators which Germany refers to as
having crossed to France for Red Cross work
crossed at their own expense on regular passenger
e
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Belgian Ship Sunk by Germans.
Washington. The Belgian steamei
e
e
waa
1,400 miles off the,
Grain cannot bo cut with worn or Chiller coastaunk
on June 21, the Navy'
"Many hands make light work" Is a proverb of
Atlantic
broken sickle.
Department announced July 2. Twenty-- the Roumanian peasant often put Into practice.
five
survivors were picked up by a Almost every night there Is a neighborhood gathTime and money are saved by oror
ering like the
Bailing vesael on June 27.
dering repairs before harvest time.
boiling in early American rural hislateen Dead, 200 Hurt, in Blast.
tory. The houses have their turns nt these parOil all bearings frequently, using a
Syracuse, N. Y, July 2. At least ties, and there Is always a kettle of corn meal
little oil each time.
Inwere
killed and 200
sixteen persons
mush and baked pumpkin and potatoes and popcorn ready for tbe occasion.
All hands Join
jured and the huge plant of the
Do not give the machine an oil bath
Company, at Split Rock, neat In tho evening program of combing, carding, and
at the beginning of the season and ex- hsre. virtually wrecked by two explo spinning the household' supply
of wool or flax,
pect It to be sufficient
of trinitrotoluol.

Roumanian Diversions
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Do not attempt to run the binder
with badly worn and torn canvases.
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Clover need of first quality has
beta dlfflcalt to obtain and has
reached the highest price In history.

ships before we entered the war and were driving
neutral nmbulunce.s.
When we entered the war, naturally they weren't
going to return to the United States to enlist when
they could enlist In their country's military forces
In France and get at punishing the Hun earlier
than the fellows at home. These captured American aviators Germany speaks about apparently had
on them certificates nf service they had rendered
white driving American neutral anibulunces.
As usual, Germany has distorted the truth. In
this instance she simply wishes to give a semblance
of excuse for the attempts she Is going to muke to
lessen the number of ships available to transport
our boys overseas, because every hospital ship
sunk has to be replaced with some ship in military
or civil service.
The first hospital ship the Huns sank was the
rortugal, flying the Itusslnn flag. She was anchored
off Rlzek, a HlacU sea port, when at about eight
o'clock on the morning of March 17, 1916, a
periscope was seen approaching. The Portugal had
no wounded on board simply her hospital stuff,
which Included ninny nuns and her full crew. The
Russian government had notified the central powers that the Portugal was a hospital ship and had
obtained from them a recognition of her status.
She was properly marked under the ruling of both
the Hague and Geneva conventions.
Of course, nobody thought for one Instant that
the submarine would attack ths Portugal, and
there was no panic until, when about 200 feet awny,
the submarine fired a torpedo which missed Its
mark. Then the beast circled around the anchored
ship of mercy and fired a second torpedo at close
range. The second missile struck the Portugal In
the engine room. There was a terrific explosion
within her and the lni'l broke In two.
Tbe loss of life on the Portugal was 21 nuns,
who were acting as nurses ; 24 others of the Red
Cross staff, as well as 21 of the Russian crew and
19 of the French, totaling 85, all of whom were
ruthlessly murdered without any reason whatsoever.

The next torpedoing of note was that of the
Star liner Britannic, the largest British
lo
ship afloat and one which the Germans wished
remove from competing with their ships at the
end of the war. The Britannic was sunk in the
Egean sea, and that but 50 lives were lost out of
the 1,100 wounded and large crew she had aboard
Is remarkable, considering she went dowq in 53
minutes. A German newspaper, the Kleler
was the first to admit publicly that a torpedo
and not a mine had caused the disaster, and further stated:
"The Britannic was transporting fresh troops for
our enemies. If she had not been doing so our submarine would never, of course, have torpedoed
her."
On November 24, 1916. shortly after the Britana
nic was sunk, the British admiralty published
were
complete list of all persons on board. There
no troops. Germany continued her propaganda to
dull the mind of the world as to her real Intent
in sinking hospital ships by asserting that she had
conclusive proof that In several Instances enemy
transhospital ships had often been misused for the
the
Under
princimunitions.
and
of
troops
port
maritime
ples of the Geneva convention governing
war belligerents have the right to stop and search
hospital ships. Germany never utilized this right.
Evidently It was easier to sink the ship outright
and trust the world to believe the Imperial German word.
"She big Asturias, commanded by Captain Laws,
known to many Americans who traveled to Beron
muda, had her first experience with a
February 1, 1915. She was the star hospital ship
of the fleet, 'for at that time neither the Britannic
nor Aqultanla was doing hospital work. Only the
prompt action of the second officer In turning the
ship as he saw the torpedo saved her and the
scores of wounded she hod on board. Having
made one miss at the Asturias, the Germans kept
at it till they finally got her. The British admiralty announced the following:
"The British hospital shlp'Asturias, while steamall the
ing with all navigating lights and with
proper distinguishing Red Cross signs brilliantly
Illuminated, was torpedoed without warning on the
new White

Zel-tun-

o

life-line-

later.

Potatoes require good cultivation,

Adopt a ay sterna tic rotation of crops,

night of March
(1!7). The lorpetlointf of
this hospital ship la Included In the list of achieve
as retrted In the Germents ciulmnd by
man wireless press message yesterday."
The Asturias didn't sink, although 43 died In
the tragedy. Including two women, and 3! were
injured. The torpedo rendered her helpless, as
hpr rudder had been carried awny. Captain Laws
drove the sinking ship for shoul water. As she
was off the rocky shore of Cornwall, If he did suc-c- c
'd In benching her the chances of savtug the ship
would be slight. All Captain Laws thought of was
to get her somewhere where she wouldn't sink ere
her wounded had been removed.
As luck would have It, the Asturias took matters
Into her own hands and In the darkness missed a
reef, rounded a headland and brought up ou one
of the few sandy benches to be found along the
Cornwall shore line. After three years In command of her, several times a week crossing the
Channel ami running the risk of mines, as well as
seeing the agony of human beings he transported.
Captain Laws, like many other hospital sti'p skippers, collapsed. He's made several attempts to go
to sea again, but his nerve Is gone.
The nation responsible for the murder n Nurse
Cavell accepted the Asturias Incident with
if not Willi satisfaction.
For the Germans
stated blandly :
"It would, moreover, be remarkable that the
English In tbe case of the Asturias should have
abstained from the customary procedure of using
hospital ships fur the transport of troops and munitions."
The Asturias was returning from France. That
Is a sufficient answer to Germany.
Ten days later the Gloucester Castle was torpedoed without warning In mldchannel. All the
wounded were successfully removed from the ship
and the casualties were five medical officers, nine
nursing sisters and 38 Royal Army Medical corps
men. Ou April 11 the Berlin official wireless again
cynically published a notification that the Gloucester Castle waa torpedoed by a
thus removing any possible doubt In tbe matter.
Then on April 17 the hospital ships Donegal and
Lanfranc were sunk by
Tbe British admiralty announced:
"The Donegal carried slightly wounded cases,
all British. Of these. 29 men, as well ss 12 of the
crew, are missing and presumed drowned. The
Lanfranc, In addition to 234 wounded British ofU
cers and men, carried 167 wounded German prbv
oners, a medical personnel of 52 and a crew of
123. Of these the following are missing and pre.
sumed drowned:
"Two wounded British officers.
"Eleven wounded British, other ranks.
"One R. A. M. C. staff.
"Five crew.
"Two wounded German officers.
"Thirteen wounded German, other ranks.
wounded German
"One hundred and fifty-twprisoners were rescued by British patrol boats at
the Imminent risk of being themselves torpedoed."
And then on the 2Cth of February they sank the
Glenart Castle, bound from France to England.
Yes, she carried troops, but they lay in white cots
within the Glenart Castle's w hite sides. Nice chap,
Fritz, for he'd agreed to respect hospital ships If
they carried a Spanish officer to guarantee their
Red Cross mission. Tbe Glenart had her Spaniard
and he too was nearly drowned In the catastrophe.
One pleasing thing aliout tbe tragedy was that it
gave an American destroyer, at the risk of being
herself torpedoed, a chance to do a rescue work
which makes the blood run faster In one's veins.
The sea was vile and the destroyer couldn't launch
a boat. Yet aa she passed men clinging to wrecks
thrown
age men too weak to catch the
to them American seamen Jumped overboard
into Icy water, swam to the poor devils and held
them up till they could be rescued. Mr. Daniels.
I'm glad to say, has fittingly rewarded such gallantry.
And shortly after the Glenart CaMle the big
Llandovey Castle, on mercy bent, was torpedoed.
She also carried a Spanish officer. I have a letter
from an officer on the hospital hlp Araguaya,
which has been transferred from pasnenger and
food service to the work of mercy to replace lost
hospital ships, and he tells me his uhlp Is most particular about living up to the Geneva convention.
No nurses are carried except those who make the
round trip between England and Canada. For if
Canadian nurses worked their passage home Germany might say they were troops.
20-2- 1

By RALPH E. CROPLEY,
In New York Tribune.
ECENTLV we have had auother record of Gerniun barbarity In the torpedoing of the hospltul ship Kewn,
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neighborhood gossip pnsses current
elders and ocaslonal words of love
Jest among the more youthful memparty. Geographic Magazine.
THE PHILANTHROPISTS.

When you go back to the home town for a brief
visit all your old acquaintances lie to you. The
rest
optimists boast of how well they and all tbe
of your former cronies have done, tell how the lads
who have gone away have Invariably made good,
and brag of how lively the old burg has grown In
the last few years and how refulgent are all Its

prospects. They do so because they know you
will be glad that things have gone so nicely with
your boyftood home and friends. The pessimists
will lie to you about bow infernally dead tbe town
Is and how utterly hopeless is its outlook. Everything has gone to staves and nobody has life
enough left to do anything but feebly try to skia
each other. Of those who have gone away none
have done any particular good, and tht-rare rumors that most of them are la Jail or ought to-- be.
This Is to make you rejoice and be exceeding glad
that you escaped from the old town ia time. Thus
it will be seen that both kinds have your welfare
at heart. Kansas City Stac
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and partly make a counter attack cer,
whose fidelity has never been attach a great deal of importance of court oficials, so as to avoid necon the persons and organirations
by the military author- to New Mexico', action to keep a essity of prosecution.
Roswoll News.
which have shown the Hearst treach- questioned
ities with whom he has long been
high salaried employe here to reThe
America.
advertisements
ery to
him
and
to
excu.e
Adamson and Lipp, of Roswell,
present
attempt
were refused by many of the papers.
hi. policie. continually.
shipped six thousand head of sheep
The plea to he used in New Mexico
BILL LAPOINT MORALIZES
recently to Michigan pastures.
i. that the campaign against Hearst
will think more of saving
If
i. purely a matter of politics. Since The State Record comes out and than you
of .pending you will be
d
P. B. Turner has purchased
the
the majority of the New Mexico wants to know if the Citizen means
to learn that there are many Whatley farm, located southeast of
Council of Defense is composed of tc intimate that it would not supthing, which you do not need after Koswell.
Republicans, and since Hear.t i. port a man from the north if no- all.
thought to be a Democrat, it wa. minated for. the senatorship.
(If
The fire that started from the exbelieved that a large number of the course we II support a man from the
Thoughtless spending is one of plosion of a coal oil stove in the
would "fall" for the norm it ne is nominated, witn
,
silent
allies,
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
residence
special
Germany
game. That belief wa. wrong on
11
11 ne
any ot tnose men
Cole, of Roswell, a few days ago
two counts: New Mexico doe. not pleasure
tinned by the Record, but we insist SHALL THE TRIBUNE SUPPORT wrought considerable damage to the
have large numbers of simple-mindethat the nomination this time belongs
house before it was extinguished.
SENATOR FALL
to begin with; and of the
to a man from the southern part of
only a few have "fallen."
and that it would be a
the
state,
In the last issue we stated that Great Send Off For The Boys
The New Mexico Council of Demistake, to the northern part United States Senator Albert Bacon
rifteen hundred
gathered
fense i. not Republican, but Amer- costly
of the state, to try to evade that Fall would be renominated and re- at the Roswell court people
house last week
ican. Governor Lind.ey S. a Repub- precedent, for right now the south
to
show
elected.
their
is
This
not to retract but
appreciation and bid
lican; Attorney General Patton i. a has a majority of delegates and will to
farewell to 100 Chaves county boys
reaffirm said statement.
Democrat; but above hi. political af- continue
The reason we restate that fact is who left for Camp Cody. The Red
gaming right along; there
filiation, each on of these New fore it would
simply mean that not
two Otero county
democrats Cross ladies presented each of the
Mexican, put. hi. allegiance to only this time but henceforth all the that
America. Both are with the Council senators would be nominated from this week took us to task for "sup- boys with a flash light and other
in the campaign again.! Hear.t. An- the southern part of the state. The porting Fall." However neither of
objectors are
other belief founded in error is that moral is not to start anything funny these conscientious
"Hear.t i. a DemocratThe only when you are out of order, for, if Tribune subscribers although it is
COLFAX
the
only county paper that has conthing in the world that Hearst stands you, do. you'll get in wrong Las
and
sistently
insistently stayed by the
for is Hearst. He has no other in- Cruces Citizen
democratic party for a period of Shooting Scrape At Sugarite
terest or concern.
Not
Bro.
the
all
Richard Holden and Frank Reed,
State
at
Bill,
years
past. I hey subscribe for
eight
However, let it be assumed that
doe not want to know any a paper that knifes the party at both kcolored, became involved in a
the New Mexico Council i. Repub- Record whatever
about what th each opportunity and sponge their shooting) scrape which resulted in
lican. Whatever it. political faith, thing
the death of the latter at the county
it i. fighting an enemy to the Unit- Citizen mean to intimate relative to reading from the Tribune. Such
non
its
.upport or
.upport of a man usually the case.
hospital recently. Holden was loded State. fighting a man who, with
Tor
the
from
north
the
Furthermore, both these gentlemen ged in the county jail at Raton, and
influence, of almost incredible power Tjhe (State Record neversenatorship.
had any supported hall for the constitutional has not had a preliminary hearing
ha. worked night and day to block
Furthermore and con yet, but as all evidence so far points
the war plan, of the Administration-Th- doubt about the Citizen' support of convention.
the full state ticket and wouldn't tinuing both will vote for him next to self defense he will probably be
Administration i. Democratic. believe
that the Citizen would do November.
exonerated.
But it is an American Administraelse even if it said so by way
Fall always has made monkeys
tion, if you plea.e. And as an Ameri- anything
As usual the alfalfa haying has
bluff.
cnt oi tne jvew Mexico democrats
can Admini.tration it i. receiving all of a
Record
does not, how and will do so once more at least been interrupted by rain, but even
The State
.
the support and protection that the
.I
r
the
farmer is not grumbling if he
"mn Ninety percent of the republicans
New Mexico Council ha. to offer
JVk?cl".c""on "our
straw man and fifty per cent of the Democrats has alfalfa "down," as the rains are
UP
H..r. used e.rton. anl .J;t-;.- l.
of this countv will vote for Fall
needed Springer Stockman.
to deter people from subscribing to every week. U.
S. Senators ha been
One of the
Practically every Fall democrat of
the First Liberty Loan; to keep the from
A handsome new brick garage has
the south ever since we had Otero county ts supporting Walton
.:
i
t
U. S. Senators, and the chance are for the Democratic nomination, be been erected by W. E. Nutting on
. A ..u:
co"' cause they know Fall can beat Wal- tne rear ot nis residence (ot on
to fight; to keep the Adminitr.tion
,",.yOUT
ton. We ask the democrats of Otero Apache avenue. Raton Range.
from .ending money, .upp
food;.,,,nU ,C be
county, "Shall the Tribune, a Demo
'
or munition, to the Allie. of the
!
nest
Sheriff Matt Keenan returned to
isn't
cratic
paper, support Fall, the friend
United State.. Lately, he ha. been
shred left from which
spin an ar of the democrats?" We want to do pSpringer with Frank Anderson, who
trying to increase the unrest of the gument much less to to
weave a
just what the members of the party has been living in Red River Canyon
I. W. W. and the Anarchist in the
want done. We will know that we and who is thought to be mentally
United States by praising the BolsheHe has been armed
are to support hall if the Otero coun unbalanced.
vik! of Russia as the real democracy
NOT ON THE INSIDE
and has terrorized
ty delegation is instructed for Wal with a
of the world.
ton. Jularosa Tribune.
He will be sent
the neighborhood.
If Hearst is a Democrat, and enfriends
Las
The
of
Walton
have
to
Vegas to be treated at the
Billy
titled to the support of Democrats been
few
a
out
state
the
finding
PANIC EY FOR GOVERNOR
things
hospital.
who are Americans, it is a little sing
ular that in 1914 he called Woodrow past few weeks. According to the
the
machine
of
the
reports
party For the good of the party, let's
Wilson, President of the United
CURRY
quietly slip the knite into the nominate a man wno is republican
States, a traitor to America- - He did will
thi in cartoon and editorial print statesman from Grant county, and at heart and has so been for many
ed in h.s newspapers from coast to to do it it will probably be forced to years. It is well and good to com- Old Timer At Business
"
support Richardson for the united mend the Lindsey administration ; Rufus Jones, the new secretary of
coast.
Two years later, (till assailing States senate. They are to make be- just as it is right to lay stress on the Chamber of Commerce, is what
lieve
that Hilly is to have the same the virtues of a dearly
might be termed an all round man.
President Wilson with relentless and
departed, The
Journal was in a pinch for an
place as now, but Searetary of though his record may not have
been
unreasoning hatred, he professed un- State
Lucero will quietly take that of the best, but that of trvinir to operator for one of its linotypes last
bounded faith in former President
over at the right time. Columbus force his nomination, would be a blow week and Mr. Jones performed the
Roosevelt, the man whom he is try- Courier.
to the party that would simply en stunt during his odd times with the
ing now to brand with disloyalty and
The Courier must have had a col- courage men who are on the very ease of an old timer at the business.
edition.
Through hi New York
Clovis Journal.
"American" on February 24, I91, he lision with a large block of the edge, to topple off the bandwagon.
bad thi comparison of the relative camouflage
prepared for Judge Because, if a man is to be rewardW.
C Roberson of Gradv was in
merits and power of the two men: Richardson by which the democratic ed for being untrue to the party, then
Mr. Roberson
machine desire to keep that gentle- it is setting a precedent: for others town last Thursday.
'Tf this country is going to be
man in status quo by allowing him to follow. The strongest man we know says that a rain is badly needed in
plunged into war, we do not want
to think that Walton will ba knifed ot tor the republican governatorial his neighborhood, but notwithstanda schoolmaster
in the White
the machine. The aid machine honors is the Hon. Benjamin F. Pan- - ing this the Gradv neoole are iroinc
by
a
but
soldier.
House,
a now organized and operated i Key and it he will consider the no ahead and doing their part inN the war
We do not want a theoretical
too much the creature of Mr. Wal- mination, and we are oositive he work. Clovis News.
man like Wilson- - but a practical
ton for any such performance, even will for the good of the party then
man like Roosevelt, for the PresiA. L. Dillmar who recently moved
a an accident-- When tha time for give it to him, and his election will
dent is the commander in chief
be a cinch. We don't say Lindsey's to Cl6vis fronr Colorado has purcomes
be
there
wont
tabbing
any.
of our military forces.
Such rank outsider a Judge Rich nomination is not possible, but we chased the John W. Stephens pro
If we are going to make war
ardson will ba eliminated by merely hardly think it probable, and hesitate perty in ine norm part ot town.
with Germany, we want a comcutting off tha appendage by which not in coming right out and saying
mander in chief who knows his
DE BACA
they imagine they are connected. He that it would be a costly blunder for
busroess. and not a vacillating inand a few others will never get near the Republican party. We do not
competent who doesn't know eithenough to the operating department yet know whether Lindsey proposes Will Try Farmine
er his business or his own mind.
to bo stabbed.
Ha will be left in to be a candidate, therefore will go
If we are compelled to mingle
J. N. Line, of Ricardo, who has
perfectly good physical condition to easy, but should h declare himself been m the general merchandise busi
in this conflict
of European
a candidate, we will then have a few ness for
back
to
Pecos
tha
go
and
Valley
the past nine years, recent
powers, this newspaper desires to
collect the votes as was tha case with pointed things to say tending to disdeclare right now that the one
sola nis interests to J. M. Vaug-haone Cicero Stewart two years ago.
courage the convention from nomi- ly
of Lubbrock, Texas, arid will
man it will support for President
nating him. The Citizen, of course.
in the Lone Star state.
tinder such
circumstances is
Do not aspect our men to die for will support Republican nominees try farming
Theodore Roosevelt.
and
is
that
we
if
ymm
not
worth
are
are
for.
have
yon
why
to
living
goin
D. A. Winkler of Yeso was put
But this newspaper sincerely
show onr Army and Navy that you a say as to those whom the party under bond of $2,000 on the
hopes that this country will not
21st,
should
run.
If
are
of
Save
to
shod
the
rough
worthy
protection.
tactics,
be projected into the European
with the larceny of a cow.
such as have controlled in the past, charged
of
utmost
W.
and
ability
bay
year
He
was
taken to the jail at Portales
turmoil, and that Mr. Wilson will
S. S. with your Savings.
are in evidence, the nominees may
realize the folly of snch a course."
Deputy Sheriff Adams to await
not reacn tirst base. So take it by
of
action
next tirm of court. Fort
If smy saaa is abl to believe that Tba governor of Montana says that from us ; put up a ticket composed of Sumner Review.
Hearst is honest
ki support of "thrift and
are handmaid- able, clean, straight-forwar- d
repubtko Adea'nistratiess, mr that it will be en in the koase af victory."
licans, and victory is certain; nominDONA ANA
ate Lindsey and others, without retinned, that man ka a lively in,
ffinatioz. Many years ago Colonel
Help figkt the war. Pay year way gard as to what the people want.
that Hearst was wHk War Savings Stamps if yoa and defeat may be our recompense.
Apple Crop Not Up To Standard
Hz real aaaaeaiai ml Fraeidemt Mc- - saa not ga to tka front.
Lai Crucet Citizen.
This year's apple crop it not to
FRANK
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Sheep shearing has commenced in
The pear crop in the county gives
Pond 8t
earnest in this county.
promise of being the largest in years May Become Reproducing Camp
Weist. of Cuervo, are already receivand the picking is not far off.
Another of Grant county's famous ing a lot of wool of this
year's clip.
old camps that has been silent and
Santa Rosa Voice.
The Mesilla Valley
deserted for 25 years, bids fair to
Products are being shipped out enter the producing class again, under J. V.
Gallegos has built a much
out in big quantities now. Sevirnl the changing conditions in the metal
needed addition to his store building
farmers have shipped out many tons market caused by the war.
on Main street. It is now one of the
of cabbagies each, at $35 per ton.
best store buildings in the city, with
The first crop of alfalfa is cut and
mountain mining dis- lone
The
the second crop is looking much bet- trict a mile and a quarter west of plenty of room for the proper display
all lines of merchandise.
Santa
ter than tin first. There will be, a Hurley was located in 1872 by Colo-- j 'of
Rosa V oice.
b g acreage in cantaloupes this sea- rado
and has never been j
propectors
son and, considering the food con- worked out. Parties interested are
LINCOLN
ditions all over the world, j. rices
developing, the pro-- !
should be very good. I.as Cruces contemplating
perty and it may again become a
Kepublic.
silver reproducing camp.
Going Some
The tvew fixtures for the post nf- -'
At the popular War Sa 'ngs Stand
on Che.
Work
week.
fice
last
arrived
Brothers store. Miss Ruth
EDDY
,
jat'Ziegler
new postoffice quarters will begin iEdmiston
sold
$127.75
north of
Lords-burg
!Vi- - is a reas soon as the vault arives.
stamps last Thursday.
Adjusting Loss Sustained In Fire inLiberal.
markable showing and the young
Mr. Wilson, representing the
credit.
lady is deserving of
surance companies holding policies
the
arrested
Carrizozo Outlook.
James McSperran,
on the Hates hotel, is in Carlsbad
a
on
week
charging
complaint
ipast
adjusting the lose- sustained violation of the espionage act. was
The recent rains have camyd the
by the Rates Brothers in the regreta hearing before the United grass to
up in fine shape and
table fire of a week ago. It is said given
St i'es commissioner and held to the
nipping will soon he good on the
that an estimate of the cost of re- federal grand iurv. bond being fixed the
ranges. Carrizozo Out!" 'k
placing the burned building has been at $2.50(1. Silver City Enterprise.
Carlsbad
given at around
LUNA
Argus.
Guadalupe Montanez and Virto-:rianCardenas, living near Hurley
Contract Let For Tank
were lodg' d in the county jail and Verdict For $18,250
The suit brought by the estate of
The contract for building the
jbcld without bail to apear at the
lack-snCarlsat
tank at the cemetery
.September term of court for mur- Harry If. Archuleta, by ft. S. Oem-inbad was let last week. It will b.
administrator, again-- t he
dering Valeno Perez near San
Ice & Electric Compai y lor
fTt deep and the walls an avenge
i.'O.rtK)
thickness of seven inches. The tost
damages for the death of
of the tank will be about $5i(K).
The road between Magdalcna at I Archuleta, was tried in- - the district
Mognllon, the rich gold mining camn court before Judge Raymond R Ryan
in the southwest of the county will !at week and resulted in a verdict
Injured By 'Mower
The for the plaintiff for $18,250. after the
this summer.
of l.ovington, be completed
Charles Stansbuy,
j

o

g

The Anderson Company and Edna Means are The Joy Day Folks at Chautauqua.
yr

.kt

.ack

establishment of this highway will
greatly increase business in sfagda-len- a
and will open up a very large
territory and vast amount of traffic
in this section of the state.

received many and painful injuries
by being run over by a mower recently when the team be was driving became frightened and started
to run away throwing him under
the machine.

Pear Crop Largest In Years

...

...
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large as the apple crop of previous
years, owning to the destruction by
seepage of most of the older orchards
in the valley, but many new orchards
are now coming into bearing, from
which shipments will be made this
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The Capital City Invites You to
The Redpath-Horn- er
Chautauqua
Santa
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United States Tires
are Good Tires
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War Has Multiplied the

in.

avir

Value of Good Tires

Never were cars so necessary
both in business and domestic life.
Never was their continuous and

economical use so imperative.
Never was freedom from tire trouble and tire expense so absolutely
essential. '
The rapidly growing demand for
United States Tires prove their wartime worth.
Thousands of motorists each week
are turning to United States Tires to

get dependability and economy.
United States Tires last longest and
carry you farthest at least cost
They enable you to make the most
of your car passenger or commercial now, when it is more than
.

i

ever a vital

war-tim-

e

necessity.

There is a United States Tire for
every possible need.

Our nearest Sales and Service Depot will tell you which ones you
should have.
We KNOW United States Tires are GOOD tires.
That's why we tell them.

THE P0PULa4R STORE
RICHARD & FIDEL

THE MARTIN SHOP

mountain homes
jury had been out for over twelve beautiful
houn. Notice of appeal was given state is nearing completion.

in

the

by the defendent.
SIERRA
Archuleta waa killed last fall when
he stepped on a live wire that had
debe
to
a
said
broken when
pole,
Beautiful When It Rains
fective, had fallen in the rear of his
New Mexico is a beautiful place
house. Deming Headlight.
when it rains, but now we see sky
gazers. You might think our cow
Fire Cleans Restaurant
up the study of
Fire which started from the gaso- men had taken
line tank of a coffee urn in a restau- astronomy, but that isn't so. They
for rain clouds and
rant run by Paul Pelaya in the Ma- are onlyforlooking
rain which is needed very
hoping
jestic Thrcatre building cleanel out badly
in this part of the country.
the inside of the place .within a very Millsboro
Advocate.
short time on last Tuei;!:iv mnniiriR
No insurance was carri'H on the
SOCORRO
business. Deming Headlight.
R. L. Miller real estate dealer of
Deming recently sold .1 houses belonging to Sam Schwing to J. B.
Carrigiin for $K.250 an.f Mrs. Laura
Hall's residence to Mr. Sluipe for

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

on, and across the said lands, with riffats
of ingreas and egress at all times for aocli
purposes. And this contract la issued sab
ject to all valid existing right s, easements,
rights of way and reserTStiooa.
12.

It is understood and agreed that
on

the timber

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE
SALE

shall have police power and reside within or adjacent to th lands and
timber covered by this contract
woodsman

FOR PUBLICATION

OF PUBLIC LANDS

TIMBER

AND

VALENCIA COUNTY
Office

ol

the

Commiiiioner

of

Public

Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that pursuant
of an Act of Conto the provisions
Killed By Lighting
the
1910,
June 2tuh,
approved
Bert B. Green a young man about gress
laws of the Stale of New Mmieo, and
29 years old was instantly killed by rules and regulations of the State Land
the Commissioner of Public Lands
lightening last Monday on his ranch Office
will offer at public sale to the highest
near Wallace drawbidder at 11 o'clock A. M., on Tuesday,
Los
August 6th, 1918, in the town of New
of Valencia, State of
County
Lunas,
Celebration Will Be Humdinger
V4
i
friivi
nt ihf (Viiirt hiitl
thf r..
,n
SoFrom-- ; present
indications.
described tracts of land
in, the following
corro's Fourth of July celebratiifn
timber, viz:

4. The unit area for cruising
shall be
one or more sections at any one cruisThe cruiser on the completion of
ing.
any cruise shall submit his estimate ol
the amount of the standing live timber
on the area deninated to be cruised.
All
tin'Wr with preen tops shall he deemed
Such estimate shall
to te live timber.
be so made as to show
the
amount of stamling live timber estimated
to he on each forty (40) acres or each
sub-il- l
vision of any section.
His
fractional
estimate shall be based on the Scribner
Dtcimal C Kulf. or such other Log Scale
Hule us may be adopted from time to
time by the United States Forestry Dc
part men t in this district but no allowance for defective timber ahall be made
by the cruiser in his estimates and such
estimate report shall he filed with the
c nmtmssioner.
All live timber with
niameter oi ten w) incnes or more
u'f tne "arlt and three (3) feet from the
ground shall be included by the cruiser
in his estimates.
The Commissioner shall
furnish to the Purchaser a codv of such
and acceptance or rejection of
";; must be made by the Purchaser

STATE
NOTICE

of

lescribed in Schedule

ed.

..

hereto

mm

the

FTV
U I)m

appraised value thereof aad ia addition
thereto the successful bidder must pay
(or the improvements that exist oa the

SALE

LAND

In

wad will be accepted for
DOLLARS
per km,

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBUC

the landa described
in Schedule "B", attached hereto and made
a part hereof, shall be sold, cut, logged,
and paid for, under all and singular the
terms and. conditions herein expressed. And
in the event of the sale of any or all
of the said lands described in said Schedule
"B" to other than the Purchaser herein,
or if the said lands are not sold a gen- eral right-of-wafor cutting, logging, and
operating thereon, shall be reserved, and
he same is hereby granted to the Purchaser.
'But if the lands in said Schedule
.hal b. bid i by'said..d sold .0 the '
land, shall be
her,,, then
subject to all of the conditions in this
all

OF NEW MEXICO

land.

QUAY COUNTY

,

Each oi the abore deacribed tracts will
Public be offered for Bale separately.
Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The above tale of land will be subject
the following
termt and conditions,
Notice is hereby given rthat pursuant to to
vis:
the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
of
lawa
the
the
proved June 20th, 1910,
The successful bidder most pay to the
State of New Mexico, and rules and regu- - Commissioner
of Public Lands or his sgent
lations of the State Land Office, the Com- - holding such sale,
of the
missioner of Public Lands will offer at price offered by him for the land, four
sale
to the highest bidder stt
public
interest in advance for the bal- 10 o'clock,
A. M., on Tuesday, July lAth, prr cent
,
in the lon
'fno
e'a h "a" A
of Quay. Slat, of New Mexico
in front Tn "dSs"5l ",o
of the court house therein, the following '", i, .
.mou,. ?,, Z -- MMited
an ne at the time
rf ..WHSWM, Sec. 13: L, ,neB1 , ,uhi.ct , (orf,j,u , th.
S
of New Mexico,
if the successful
IS
'i'
2,
, Sec. 7; Lots 1, 2, 3, N VVJtf,
Sec. 18;
dav, Sut'e LaJd
"
pff'ce. Ta'leon?
'
j Wm'V
"
There are no improvement..
....... to th.
orovjdc
th; natlh.. m..
Sal. Na. 12M
T. ?, 'J'one IZiiHh of " ninety-livSFSEX, Sec. 3:
per eem
tV...
jn
lr M" P n v
0."
Purchase .price at any time alter
,.
.inTn,',
r
ine sale ann prior to the rxmration ot
from the date of the con- V..C.FU
a.
S.U Na. in.
1
pi"'mrnt
con:, I, ' , ,"' I: i kS Z""
35 E
SWW, Sec. luT T. It
.
.
..
.
,
taititni?
nrs
ai res
Thr
nnrJ..J.
ntriy year, irom tne oate ol tne con.
ment.:
Office

the

of

Commissioner

ol

W.mcirTO7 STlA

'

t"erefnVV

Wi?'

..,. ,u.
A,
nm more man ten Hill sect.ons ot
ut "iW
"'Commr.'.ione',' will .
!
csiimaica oi an me iimoer remaining unfor upon the land, herein,
the
paid
$3,500.
Purchaser ha within th rtv urn dnvs Un
of such notice, adviae the Com- receipt
missioner of its concurrence or non-coHenry Meyer of Deming has purcurrencc in Ihe correctness of such estiro
chased a car load of fine fed cattle
If the Purchaser shall concur, final
ate..
in 1'lioenix, Arizona.
settlement shall be made uoon the basil
bids fair to be a humdinger, with
Sec. 4; All of
W&Wl-SSale N. 1222
of .uch estimale..
If the Purchaser .hall
r
that free water melon and canta- - Qr,nn.
7n.
?7.
a
ft
24?
in u is
refine to concur in the e.t mates so sub.
i"!"""'
M'KINLEY
loupe feed, all sorts of RportS, and 28, 30, 32, 34; T. 9 NM R. 12.12 W. All
15milted, then ihe amount of timber in dis
Sale No. I2ia
?" "Un!
K'A. SW. See
All
,Zn. ; . f '
f Sections 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
14;
be determined by
shall
and
two dances in the evetline. Socorro
of
R.
Sec.
16
34
The
T.
pute
cruise
16;
contain
I
N.,
E.,
date of the
-"
r- ii hi .j...- u 4o; 1...V4, .i,
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State
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timber
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way around.
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Sec 22: All of Sec- SWKNEM, WMNWK, SEKNWX, Sec. 11; years regarded Pet. Salest. Always Reliable,
Dollara ($25,000.), of United States Gov- tions 10, 12, 1214; NM,
BY ALL DRUGGISTS
COUNTY OF DE BACA provides!.
N., R. 14 W., All of Sec 36; T. 22 N., R 25 E., containing 520 acres. SOLD
ernment Bond a.
Only coupon bonds will tions 26, T.
2.
The Purchaser agrees to pay at be acceptable, but the Purchaaer ahall be T. 13 N., R. 14 W., containing 11,770.91 There are no improvementa.
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EVERYWHERE
rate of not less than Two Dollara entitled to the Intereat oa such bonds aa acrea. The timber oa thia tract has been
Robert P. Ervien, state commis- the
No
bid on the above deacribed tracta of
No bid will be acsold but not cut over.
Fifteen Cents ($2.15) per thousand feet it
sioner of public lands, and Fritz aad
for leaa thaa $3.15 per acre, to be
board measure for all timber of Western
P. H. BraMe, Harry Turner and Mueller, of the state land office, ar- Yellow Pin and other species atanding and The Cotnraiseioner ahall hold auch de cepted
paid aa provided in paragraph oae of the
aaid Laada, the aaaoaat posit and apoa default of the Purchaaer above form of coatract.
wife and Miss Maude Wright, the rived from Santa Fe Tuesday to con- growing oa the
atumpage of each timber to be ae in the' performance of any of the terms
old Enterprise force, left Friday for duct a sale ofstate lands advertised of
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certained aa hereinafter provided.
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to discourse snatches from the opera
of l.u Traviiila; but when he came in
sight of tlic castle he forgot to pluy his
own accompaniment, even forgot for a

NINTH EPISODE
The Gold

Cigarette Case.

llace oml'l not make
thing.
common envelope was h
In
k
ii
nl
:i
creamy :ir linn-liill piili'
)' Willi ii monogram
pit
writ .mi
mill silver. On tills
mil Iniinl.
in ii linn mill somewhat
Christopher
iir lull

if tin-

-

hulf-Klict

I

l

half-shee-

i

i

which

n
In' Hint nf ii iimii
Were tWII sentences iiml part of

llllL'Ill

WIIIII.IM.

another.
Sir-- I
hnve heiit'l nf you n ml your
ami Miw
hitoi,MMhs nl Ixplh. I
ili.it
mi- a 141111 Ii'Iiimm mill r;m
know
ymi
I
In, tfiinli'.l
liupii very min'li Ih.'il yen
lire frt'i' and an iniiii' here by Tliursiluy,
II
piiMlil.- i";nlv In tin1 murninu, as it is
ii neiM'i ot HS'c anil dentil to me, to gut

r.tr.

away--

-

Here tin' let tor liniki" off. giving no
In tin1 nature if tlic erranil, nr to
Hi" u liereiiliuiits of till' nameless
writer. Hilt I 'hristopher was iilili' to
make mil tin- postmark. The situ w !'!
Im'cii sr.it hi l'riini Stnki'
t
't
ilT)siiiiirt. in Warwickshire.
Ill' course. Ill' sniil to IlilllSl'lf, there
was iinlhiug to ilo aholit it. 1'i'rliiips
tlio thing was n hoax. Hi' studied tin'
miuingi'iuii, taiicying llint It must iiii'iin
el

u-

-
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i
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He Saw That It Was a Very Hand-- '
some Cigarette Case.
V. L. II.: nnd though (lie handwriting
was uiiroiiiiiiotily strong for u woniuti,
the monogram was essentially feminine.
Thi'D he looked up Stoke d'Estcourt
on his road map, und in u handbook of
Warwickshire.
Mis journey was smooth and uneventful, and it was still early in the
murky evening when the blazing rays
nf his lamps illuminated the quaint
front of the old Inn of wlik'h he hud
.
rend in the
The first thing lie did while his din-- ,
nor was being prepared was to rail for
the local directory und pore over its
pages In the hope of finding someone
with the initials "V. I,. II." Hut he was
disappointed. The population of the
village and the immediate neighborhood was only u few hundreds, und
among the Harrises, the Hurlioroughs,
the Ilickses and the llarveys there was
none who owned the iuitiuls "V. L."
Christopher, on arriving, had ostenRunner
Scarlet
driven
tatiously
llirough the whole length of the village
High street and past the cottages and
old Queen Anne or (leorglan houses
which surrounded the famous green,
thus advertising his advent to wh im
it might concern ; and though the
country air und strong ule made him
sleepy, he sat up late pretending to
read old numbers of magazines, in the
hope of receiving a letter or word of
some sort from his nameless
guide-hook-

t.

No word came, however. Christopher
was up with the first gray hint of
dawn.
By seven o'clock he was
dressed, and it was not yet eight when
he had breakfasted and was starting
Scarlet Runner before the door of the
inn.
He determined to drive Scarlet
Hunner slowly, temptingly, through
every street of the village, und past the
gates of the great houses und even
farms of the surrounding country.
Then, if the writer of Unit unfinished
letter were waiting somewhere in the
hope of a response to the broken appeal, he or she would not be disappointed.
He sounded his new and singularly
sweet-tonemusical siren unnecessarily often.
He drove out of the village and took
the road which, lie had been told, would
lead him past several gentlemen's
houses and outlying farms, past the
ruined eastle.
Here and there he caused his siren
d
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"Little Red Schoolhouse" Is Now One
of the Things That Belong
to the Past.
"The 11 tie red schoolhouse" was a
tallying cry In more than one national
"political campaign of recent years, and
a government bulletin issued a week or
o ago had a long article about the
Insanitary conditions of "the little red
whoolhouse." We are warned to pre- -

lntad "the little red

school- -

few moments the business which hud
brought him to Stoke d'Kstcourt.
It really was a very tine anil striking
ruin. Christopher drove very slowly
to take in its full niiigniliceiice, und
finally stopped Scarlet Kiniiicr in the
shadow of the dark, towering wulls,
ihonji lie did not slop her engine.
Looking up from his scut in the
cur, the huge Normmi keep
loomed above him. Suddenly there was
framed in a small, ivj draped window
u luce as lovely as uny for which u
knight of old ever did battle,
A girl was gazing down at him u
hair was
girl whose
bright gold against a background of
darkness. The large eyes met his in
appeal; 111' lips opened without speaking; a Iniinl and arm were thrust
through he aperture, und something
small that glittered as it fell was
thrown to him.
A cry from the girl uttracted Ills attention. She was signing him to ride
away.
It was not until the first turn, when
Hie castle towers were hidden, from
sight by an Intervening hill, that Knee
slackened Hie car's pace and looked ut
Hie thing which Hie girl had thrown to
him. Then he saw that it was u very
handsome though small eigurette ease,
iu
ornamented with the letters "AI.
diamonds.
Completely
pu..led, Christopher
stopped for a moment in the empty
road to satisfy his curiosity by examining the cigarette cuse inside us well
us out. There was nothing in it, not
even a cigarette; but there was one peculiarity which caused Christopher to
jump to the conclusion that the thing
hint been made by special order, and
for a lady. The inner piyt of the case
was entirely covered on one side with
a mirror set into the gold and surrounded by a frame of tiny brilliants,
thus leaving place for cigarettes on the
opposite side only, lie then put the
(luinly little affair into his pocket and
drove ulong his intended route iu almost hopeless quest of "V". L. II."
His first thought, on seeing the girl
at the window of the castle keep, was
Hint he lunl found V. 1.. II. that V.
I,. 11. had been waiting there for him,
ill the hope of u rescue, like some persecuted damsel of old. Hut, though
she had certainly Hung him a gage, she
bad shown uo desire to go with him.
When he had put uway Scarlet Hunner he shut himself up for another look
at the cigarette case. Opening it, the
broken pieces of glass fell out, and he
saw what he hud not guessed at before.
The mirror concealed u false buck to
the case, and hidden there he fouud a
photograph of u young man. And between tin,' photograph und the thin
strip of gold which held it in pluce was
u slip of paper on which were written
close together and alt iu capituls, the
letters TVliXCHTAY.
"A key to a cipher, perhaps," Christopher said to himself. Was he intended to pluck out its secret, und
profit by what it taught him? He could
not tell. And after staring ut the nine
letters for ten or fifteen minutes on
end, hazarding all kinds of conjectures
and trying to fit them together, he wus
no wiser than before.
It could not be, he thought, thnt the
girl had wished him to keep the cigarette cuse. For some reason it had
been necessary for her to get rid of the
thing at the moment, to hide it from
someone perhaps; and seeing him pass,
she had believed him gentlemuu enough
to help her. Of course she would
count upon his taking the first opportunity to return her property; und the
only possible pluce where she could expect him to look for her was at
custle. He decided, as the
person from whom the girl wished to
conceal the cigarette cuse might huve
seen a fleeing motor car, that it would
be well for her sake to appear on the
scene next time iu the guise of an ordinary tourist.
In half uu hour he had reached the
castle, and was knocking at the door
of a cottage built up against one of the
wulls. This was the dwellPresently the
ing of the caretaker.
door opened and au old woman appeared.
Christopher said civilly thnt he had
come to visit the castle.
They went from room to room, many
of which were open to the sky, with
mere stony suggestions of what the
upper stories bud been. Going up a
steep stone stairway which would leud,
he knew, to a certain window, his heart
began to beat rather more quickly than
usual. He hoped, and more than half
believed, that he would find a beautiful
girl waiting for him at the top of the
steps; but he fouud stone walls and
emptiness.
I eeply
Christopher
disappointed,
walked about, pretending to be Interested in the thickness of the walls. The
old woman stood still, watching him as
he went to the window and looked out.
Turning quickly he caught, or fancied
that he caught, a cynical expression on
e
face.
the
"I suppose you have a great many
visitors here, even at this time of the
gently-p-

urring

yellow-brow-

n

I

I

year?" he said, by way nf working up
to u point which he hoped to reuch.
"Not many now, sir," his guide
stolidly.
"I suw a young lady looking out of
the window this morning, whom I took
to be uu artist," said Christopher, growing Impatient. "Very' pretty, with yellowish-brown
hair nnd dark eyes
might have been browu or violet. I
think she had oil a dark blue dress,"
"You must have been mistaken, sir,"
replied the old woman. "I didn't bring
any such young lady in this morning."
Christopher asked no more leading
questions, but meekly allowed himself
to be shown the usual things and told
the usual legends. Tlmn lie gave the
old woman the usual fee, 'with the
usual extra tip, and took his leave. Hut
turning to glance buck ut the guardian's
cottage, when the door was shut, lie
saw his late guide at the window, peering out. liehinil her stood a man, looking over Hie stooping shoulder; und us
Christopher's eyes met his lie moved
away.
Iiissatislled with the result of his
quest, lie resolved to return to the castle after dark, and linger about iu tin'
hope thut the girl might return under
cover of dusk to demand her properly and explain her strange muuuer of
disposing of it.
When, after nightfall, he groped his
way through a thick mist towurd the
castle ruins, he had still no clew which
might help him to timl the lady of the
eigurette case.
Sauntering us if aimlessly, ulong the
roud dominated by the vast ruins,
Christopher began softly to whistle the
air from La Truviuta which Scarlet
Runner's new siren played.
Once in a while he paused, half expecting u call in answer; and at lust,
as he mounted the rising ground which
led to one wing of the castle, farthest
from the moat und the cottage, he
thought that he heard a faint rustling
among the dead grass und bracken.
Stopping to listen, the sound wus
hushed. Again he whistled the same
air, while he lighted u cigarette which
should also have Its special moaning
for the girl if she were near, us well us
giving her a hint of his whereabouts.
Yes, there wus the sly rustling once
more. Perhaps she wanted a reassuring glimpse of his face before speaking.
Well, she should have it. He held up
the lighted wax mutch to the cigarette
until Its ftnnie begun to burn down.
Then, as it llared up before the end,
suddenly there came to his ears a hiss
sharp and wicked as a snake's, und at
the same Instant he was conscious of q
stinging pain in his left arm.
Away went match and cigarette,
their spurks drowned in the wet grass ;
and Christopher, surprised und pricked
to anger, realized that he hud been
shot at with uu uirgun.
Search for his assailant proved
fruitless, so, choosing discretion as
bus guide, Christopher returned to the
inn.
It was after nine next morning when
he waked, and he was much annoyed
with himself for wasting time In bed,
when he might have been better employed In playing detective. But when,
by his request, a London newspaper
and breakfast were brought to Ids
room, u paragraph in the personul column of the Daily Recorder turned his
attention in an instant from people and
events at Stoke d'Kstcourt.
"T. V. B." stared at him In large
black capitals at the heud of that famous column. "Whoever can supply
information as to these letters and
those following, will be richly rewarded 'if communicates Box 20(11, Daily
Recorder Office," he read with a keen
stub of excitement.
"Quick work !" Christopher said to
himself. For he did not doubt that he
wus the person for whose benefit the
paragraph had been put in print.
He paid his bill at the inu anil departed with Scarlet Runner.
En route to town he concocted a telegram which he got off from a small
town where he stopped to lunch.
"Should the advertiser wish to hear
more of T. V. B., the only way of doing
so will be to call nine o'clock tonight
(Friday) on Christopher Bace, who
may be able to give information but
will accept no reward."
He arrived at home late In the afternoon, but found no letters.

The first thing he did In the morning
wus to open the Dully Recorder and
oust his' eyes down the personul column. "T. V. U." wus conspicuous only
iu absence; but toward the eud of the
column appeared something else which
caught Christopher's attention at a
glance.
"V. L. H. is earnestly implored to
communicate Immediately with one
who hoped to meet on Thursday at address V. L. H. knows. Great anxiety.
Can't hear suspense."
So, Christopher Race was not the
only person who hud been given reason
to count upon meeting V. L. H. on
Thursday !
Christopher wished very ardently
thut he as well as V. L. II. knew the
address of the anxious advertiser; but
as he did not, and could think of uo
means of finding it out, he could do
untiling to mutch the pieces of the puzzle together. When the four o'clock
post brought him the offer of an immediate engagement for Scarlet Runner, therefore, he wus inclined to
A Mr. Warren Lockwood wrote
from the Laurels, Pleasant aveuue,
Burnet, saying thut friends had recommended Mr. Race and his cur. He Mr.
Lockwood hud been suffering from
bronchitis, and his doctor udvlsed him
not only to escape London fogs aS soon
as might be, but toescape In a motor.
Would Sir. Race be so excessively kind
us to drive Mis Scarlet Runner out to
the Laurels, arriving as 'near eight
o'clock as he could make convenient?
Sturtitig from Scarlet Runner's garage
at seven, he found the fog so densely
thickened thut he doubted If he could
Und the way.
.
Suddenly, at what seemed to be a
comer of the wide country road not far
outside Burnet, a voice cried to him.
"Scarlet BunnerV" it shouted; and
Race, astonished, answered before he
hail slopped to think: "Yes."
Next instant a black figure was silhouetted strangely in the pule haze of
the car lamps and three short sharp
reports burked dryly in the night.
Someone had fired a revolver at his
driving-whee- l
tires and two shots had
taken effect. Hot with fury nt the outrage. Race leaped from his seat to the
roiidway. As he touched the ground
something thick and soft was thrown
over his head from behind and twisted
tightly round his neck.
Tearing at the hood with one hand,
and striking out fiercely, if wildly, with
the other, Christopher knew that he
had got in a blow somewhere. Iu another second he was free of the muffling hood ; but the iniiii he had flung
He
off did not wait to be attacked.
lied, swallowed up In the fog. Punting
from the struggle, Christopher assured
himself with some sense of triumph
thut the cigarette case was still sufe
iu his wuistcoat pocket.
What an Innocent he had been not
to suspect the letter from Burnet us

part

of a

plot!

By the time the cur' was ready to
go on again he had made up his mind
not to pay the call alone, but to tuke
for a cotnpuiiion u member of the locul
police.
The Laurels wus surrounded by
grounds of considerable size, and the
gate, admitting to n graveled drive,
stood open. Christopher saw no lights
us he turned In ; but as Scarlet Hunner
purred an announcement of her arrival the front door was partially
opened, throwing out a narrow stream
of light which sought to focus on the
motor. Already, however, the policeman had slipped from his place, and
Christopher descended, sheltered behind him, moving on step for step with
his leader, whose 'broad shoulders
screened his stooping figure from sight.
Then, suddenly, and unexpectedly to
the man who held the light inside the
n
door, Racei pushed his way
in, the policeman following close.
The person behind the door evidently
had no wish to prevent Christopher
from entering. He gave way readily,
but at sight of the other man, who suddenly appeared like a
he uttered an oath and dashed the lump
he held on the floor. Out went the
light, as the glass crashed in a hundred pieces; but Instantly the policeman's dark lantern flashed into the
darkness.
"No use. Tommy, I've spotted that
s
mug of yourg,rt said the
half-ope-

plain-clothe-

fir

k

half-liidiie- u

dried-appl-

house," to clean up and scrub out and
paint "the little red schoolhouse," and
so on.
And, notwithstanding all this propaganda about it, who in Uiis part of
the country has ever seen or knows of
the existence of a "red schoolhouse,"
little or big, unless It be one of red
brick? The phrase Is Intended to embrace schoolhonses in the country districts ; but there Is hardly a red country schoolhouse In Missouri, Kansas,
Oklahoma, or any western state. Most
of the buildings are white, some are

a

.

Forced Violet to Tell Her Carefully Guarded Secret.

of no color at all, except a weather
beaten silver gray, and there are a
few log schoolhonses, and maybe
somewhere there Is a red one.
Possibly there are a few scattering
red schoolhouses In the country districts of New England and the East.
Thnt Is where the phrase "little red
With true
schoolhouse" originated.

Yankee thrift they painted them red.
Just as they painted their barns, red. because red was the cheapest kin of
paint The country boys nnd girls of a
century ago and later v. ere taught la

man cheerfully. "We haven't come for But Violet's mother was an American ;
never
you ; but It'll be the worst night's work and she never liked the man

you've done yet, If you don't act with
instead of against us."
As he spoke, the bright ray of his
lantern shone full on the man who had
opened the door a big, hulking fellow
with the face and ibulld of a prizefighter.
Then Tim BIrkett mumbled a tale
of a "pul of his" who had come to him
from a gentleman who wanted a strong
chap to "pay out" a bad man tha
was too old and weak to punreceived
ish himself.. Instructions
through the "pul." with the advance,
were to wait near the front door with
a lump, from a quarter to eight till the
arrival of a motor car, on Mearlng
which he was ,to open the door part
way, and not allow himself to be seen
until the visitor was Inside, and the
door locked behind him. Then he was
to "lay out" the newcomer In flrst-rutstyle nothing serious, but enough to
"knock him silly" and keep him In
that condition for several hours.
Scarlet Runner was left standing
before the house door, to give the impression that her master luy unconscious within; but hour utter hour
passed onf and Birkett's mysterious employer neither came nor sent.
Christopher ut last drove Scarlet
Runner rupldly buck to London, the fog
having lifted with a hint of breeze. He
was tired and hungry; and knowing
thut he' would get nothing to eat at his
lodgings, when he had put up the cur
he went to his club. The dining room
was almost deserted when Christopher
walked in. Two men sat at u table in
a corner, talking earnestly ; und hearing him enter, they looked up, as lf not
too pleased to huve the room luvuded.
Both were young, and strangers to
Christopher; yet the fuce of one
seemed curiously familiar to hlin.
Then, suddenly, the unswer sprang
Into his mind. This was the original
of the photograph iu the gold cigarette
n

e

case.
A wave of excitement swept over
Christopher. In a low voice he asked

the waiter who took his order if he
know who were the two gentlemen at
the other table.
"Why, sir," replied the old fellow,
"don't you know by sight the celebrated
Mr. Fergus O'Brien?"
"Oh, I've heard of Fergus O'Brien,
of course," said Christopher "the private detective; which of the two is
he?"
"The one at the head of the table,
sir. I don't know his guest. Not a
member of the club, sir, unless a brand
new one."
Christopher determined that neither
he nor his neighbors should leave the
room without his finding out what he
wanted to know. He took the gold cigarette case from his pocket and laid it
on the table, where its diamonds
canHashed iu the light of a
dle.
Three minutes later its gleam
caught the eye of the young mun who
was not Fergus O'Brien; and Christopher saw his face go through the
changes from ustonishment and incredulity to iuteusest eugerness.
"What will he do now?" was the
question in Christopher's mind. But it
wus almost instantly answered. What
the young man did was to jump up and,
on pretense of going to the fireplace to
warm his bunds, puss close to the tuble
where Race sat. He paused and Christopher's eyes und his met.
"You will think It very strange," said
ihe young mau, "but I must beg you to
tell me how you got that cigarette
case."
"I don't think it strange,"- returned
"When I recognized
Christopher.
your fuce, I put the case there hoping
you'd ask me that question. I'll answer
It with the greatest pleasure; and
I trust
there are also some questions
"
you'll answer me."
Fergus O'Brien got up and came
across the room. "You're Mr. Bace,
'
aren't you?" he asked.
that
f Christopher assented, and added was.
he had just learned who the other
"This Is my friend Indeed, my distant relative Mr. Maurice Maylor,"
said O'Brien.
"M. !.!" exclaimed Christopher Impulsively.
"Will you gentlemen come' to my
rooms?" asked Christopher. "You'll
understand why, perhaps, when we've
had a talk about the cigarette case.
You won't have far to go."
And they did understand, In a way
that was a surprise to all three; for,
on arriving at Christopher's lodgings,
they came upon a scene of wild confusion in his sitting rboni.
"This act is also on account of the
case," said Christopher.
cigarette
"There's a man who wants It badly. I
don't know who he Is yet,
"I think I can tell you," cut In Maurice Naylor.
"Can you also tell me who Is V. L.
H.?"
"She is Violet Hardcastle, the niece
of the man who probably paid this
room a visit while you were out. She
didn't give you the cigarette case?"
"In a way, she did probably to keep
it out of her uncle's hands, as it looks
now. Can you tell me where she Is?"
"I wish I could. I've been advertising for news of her in the Daily Recorder. My friend, Mr. O'Brien, knows
the whole story. When we saw you, I
was consulting him about the best way
of reaching Miss Hardcastle, who is engaged to me against her ancle's wllL"
"Perhf ps lf I tell you how I got the
cigarette case it will help you both,"
said Christopher; and then, beginning
with the unfinished letter, he gave them
the whole hjstory of the affair, ending
with' the episode in Barnet
"Certainly it's HardcasUe who has
Lplanned It all ; if he hasn't done it all,"
exclaimed Naylor.
"He's his niece's guardian," explained Naylor. "Brother of her dead
father, who thought everything of him.
d

but"

lanlittle red schoolhonses, and the phrase down to us and is a part of the
school-hou"little red schoolhouse" crept Into print guage, long after the little red
has disappeared.
ar.d the oratory of the hustings. To
from
was
man
a
that
graduated
say
Delivery Every Ten Years.
the little red schoolhouse meant that
The announcement that the post ofe
man who began
he was a
fice proposes to dispatch a mail to Trisat the grassroots.
To speak or write of the preserva- tan d'Acunha bas caused considerable
tion of the little red schoolhouse meant interest, for it is ten years since a mall
"The
n reference to those homely virtues was Sent from this country.
an 1 simple tastes of the country, free mail will be lent out to South Georgia
rrf-unhampered Sy oppression of by a whaler, and from there will be
either church or state. And the slo sent on to Tristan d'Acunha by a Sailing ship,1" a post office official says.
gan, "little red schoolhouse," hat

se

self-mad-

trusted him. The money was all hers,
but he's got a lot of it In his hands
somehow against the mother's wish, I
fancy and naturally he doesn't want
Violet to marry, as by her father's will
he had charge of her affairs until she
does. He had her at school in Paris
until she was twenty, to keep her out
of the way of men ; but I'm attached to
the embassy there, and we met. I fell
with her at sight who
In love
Hardcastle
when
wouldn't? and
heard what had happened he came and
carried her off at once. After a fortnight of worry an suspense I received
a letter from Violet, evidently written
in great haste. Here It is. You shall
see It, Mr. Bace."
"Dearest Maurice," he read, "this Is
In the greatest haste. I've run away
from my uncle's house escaped, I
might call It; for, since a dreadful
scene we had, I've been practically a
prisoner. I've been planning this for
days, but have only just succeeded.
I've got to a farmhouse not far from
the village, giving a different name,
and making up a stupid story about myself, but it answers very well, for
they're keeping me as a lodger for 'a
night or two. Reully, I'm in hiding
here, for I daren't leave the house lest
my uncle and the hateful, wicked old
valet of his you saw in Paris, pounce
down on me like hawks and carry me
back again. I tell you, dearest, I'm
afraid of them both. I don't know
what they mayn't do, and all because
of my money. I'm sure untie must
have done something dishonest with it.
Anyway, he came to me one night and
said thut he knew my mother had left
me a great deal which had never come
into his hands ; that he'd got information about there being valuable bonds
in a bank In New York of which he
ought to have known. I admitted that
It was true, and that dear mother had
given me a letter about Uie bonds, Just
before she died, saying that they were
never to be put In his charge. He said
he must have them, that he was In
difficulties, but this extra money would
tide him over, and he would make it
He begged and
all right afterwards.
pleaded so that I began to give him
the letters of the combination lock, and
had got as far ns TVB when It seemed
exactly as if mother's voice spoke in
my ear and forbade me to go on. There
was a miserable scene between us after
that. His eyes were awful, and frightened me. You know, in my little
case, which you gave me with
your Initials In It, and your photograph
hidden inside, I told you I would keep
the tiling most valuable to me after
your picture. That thing Is the combination by which the safe at the bank
which contoins the bonds can be
opened. No one has opened it nnd cut
the bonds since mother was In New
York lust, not long before she died.
Not a soul living except myself knows
the combination, not even the manager
of the bank. I'm sure mother was
right in not trusting uncle, and that
this secret fortune Is all I have left. I
daren't wait for you to come here, but
slinll try to get to London by motor,
ruther than show myself nt a railway
station, and will go straight to the
Savoy. You will get this just in time
to meet me there if you start from
Purls Thursday morning. I shall finish
this letter and write another arranging
about the motor; and to do both, I've
but one sheet of paper. Your loving
"VIOLET."
"I think," remarked O'Brien, gravely, "that we'd better go down at once
into Warwickshire, and pay a surprise
visit to Mr. Hardcastle's house, the
sooner the better,"
"For heaven's sake, then, let's get off
without a minute's delay," Implored
Naylor.
"There's Just one thing we must do
before we start," said O'Brien, "and
that Is, get a warrant for Hardcastle's

SPEED GOOD ROADS BUILDING
Federal Supervision of Nation's
Is Being Urged Military
Value la 8hown.

High-way-

A few days ago a big government
motortruck stuck hard and fust in a
rut on the roud between Washington
and Baltimore. A commercial truck
trietl to get around it from one direction and 'another government truck
Both of
from the other direction.
these also stuck. Soon this
rood, for a mile each way,
was jammed with squawking cars und
trucks. All traffic was stalled for the
better part of a day, with the result
that war work was delayed, suburbanites were late to dinner and thirsty
Washlngtonlans were unable to reach
the Maryland oasis.
This incident Is no special discredit
to the Maryland roaa builders. The
Washington-Baltimorroad was not
built for the amount and kind of traffic
it is now bearing. The same is true
of many other highways in ull parts of
the country. More and more motortrucks are taking over what used to
be "short haul" railroad freight. And
the short haul that is accomplished
by motortruck has gradually lengthened from ten or fifteen miles until
now much freight is carried -- 00 miles
in trucks.
Such fucts are the basis of A drive
being made on congress for legislation to empower the federal government to unify roads of the country Into
a comprehensive system and to spend
the money necessary to make the
roads adequate to meet the new requirements. The federal government.
It is claimed by proponents of the
plan, must do the work, because a
central authority Is absolutely necessary to the perfection of a national
system of roads.
The federal government should
spend the money, they say, because
their military value makes the roads
a great national asset. This military
value of good roads is already shown
by the dependence which the government Is placing upon them for the
moving of troops and supplies. In Europe It has been even more convincingly demonstrated. It hus been said
that good roads saved France and the
lack of tbem defeated Russia. It is
over-travel-

e
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was five o'clock Sunday morning,
and still pitch dark, when they got off
In Scarlet Runner; but they had the
warrant; and at nine three haggard,
men arrived at Stoke
d'Estcourt after a nonstop run.
They learned of the first person they
passed In the village where to find Mr.
Hardcastle's place.
Mr. Hardcastle, announced a
middle-agewoman who opened
the door, was not at home.
"We will see Miss Hardcastle, if her
uncle Is not here," O'Brien said, authoritatively. And to his surprise and
the astonishment of 'his companions,
the servant made no objection. And In
two minutes the girl herself, pale and
lovely, appeared.
"Oh, Maurice!" she sobbed, running
to him, with eyes for no one else.
sour-face-

d

It was true that Mr. Hardcastle was
"not at home," as his servant had said.
But he had returned early that morning, by motor, as O'Brien had guessed,
and by threatening to kin Maurice
Naylor, whom he knew to be in London, he bad forced Violet to tell her
carefully-guarde- d
secret, to save her
lover's life. Then with his confidential man, her uncle had gone off again
in his car.
,
"But luckily," remarked the detective when he had heard these details
from the girl, "he can't sail for' New
York today."
"I wonder?" she said. "I happen to
know that he's lately bought or hired
a big steam yacht, but I don't know her
name."
"We'll know before we're many
hours older," O'Brien assured her.
"We'll know whether she's' sailed; if
so, from what port and for what port
We'll know all there Is to know, in
fact; and when Mr. HardcasUe steps
on shore across the water he'll find
himself under arrest;" which was
what happened..
(END OF NINTH EPISODE.)
ly

"I don't suppose the people there have
the slightest knowledge of the great
war. We understand that a company
la about to exploit the island, and we
hope that It will be possible In the
future to send mails about once or
twice a year." The island lies midway
between South America and the Cape
of Good Hope, and ten years ago the
population was 75.

British sportsmen are out now to
provide a fleet of 100 ambulances at
cost Of 40,000 ($200,000).

-v-
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arrest."

It

s

6and and Gravel Plied on 8ubgrada
Ready for Use on Experimental Concrete Road, Chevy Chase, Md.
certainly true that the French had
the best roads in the world when the
war broke out and that the men and
supplies which checked the first German rush went forward largely by
motor. It Is also true that a breakdown of all transportation facilities
prevented Russia from effectually mobilizing her tremendous resources.
There is now a federal office of good
roads, operating under the federal

road act, whereby the government appropriates funds for roads, provided
the states in which the roads are to
be built will appropriate a similar
amount. This gives the gpvernment
the power to recommend the improvement or building of certain roads and
to, disapprove the improvement oi
building of others. It may exercise a
sort of advisory, and mildly compulsory power toward the establishment
of a unified national system of roads.
But this power, It is argued, Is by no
means sufficient In an emergency like
the present. What is needed is the
power to form a definite plan for a
system of national highways, and the
funds to carry that plan Into execution as rapidly as possible.
For this new naUonal system of
highways must not only be thoroughbut must be radically
ly
different from that of most of our
present roads. The failure of these
latter is largely due to the fact that
roads which sufficed very well for the
traffic of light pleasure cars and. farmers' wagons will not stand up under
the strain of heavy truck traffic. A
truck highway, to 'meet the requirements now being laid upon it, must be
a paved highway with a concrete base.
Such a road la very expensive to
build; it costs from 20,000 to $30,000
a mile.
Milk After Being Drawn.
After the milk Is drawn no time
should be lost in straining, cooling and
covering the milk, as the longer it is at
a high temperature and Open the more
likely It is to be contaminated with
undesirable bacteria.
Value of Manure Spreader.
During the next few years the manure spreader will Justify its existAll
ence more than ever before.
stable waste should be spread over
the Und before any of its fertility Is

lost
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Feathering
His Nest
By WILLIAM HAMILTON

Of Tht

OSBORNE

YlgUant

might as well do the trimming ana
I did. I wanted to feather your uest
for yon, Latimer. So I bought Liberty
bonds with the money that you lost
and there's the bonds, all standing In
your name."
"You bought ''em In my name?"
faltered Latimer Cobb.
"In your name," echoed Hardshell
Hopper. "Chiefly because I couldu't
get anything better or sollder to buy
and 'then, you won't have any trouble any more with that income tax.
But that ain't all, Latimer," went on
Hardshell. "I want to ask you how
much It costs you now to live?"
"You're paying me two thousand
year," said Cobb.
"And you're living on It," went on
Hardshell, "and I'm living on another
two thousand. And yet our combined
Income from these bonds 'II come near
to being seventy-fiv- e
thousand dollars
a year. So I'm giving you these bonds
with the idea that you nnd me 'II keep
on living on our two thousand a year
apiece and the rest of the Income
we'll hand over to the Red Cross and
the Triangle, and buy War Savings
stamps, and such.
"Not so you can notice It," yelled
Latimer Cobb, "what's mine Is mine,"
"Oh, well," said Hardshell Hopper,
thrusting back the bonds Into the safe,
"as a matter of fact I haven't put 'em
In your name they're only yours If
you'll consent to what I said."
"Well," finally conceded Larimer
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Practical Garb for Outdooring

THE
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CABINET

LESSON"
(By REV. P. B. F1TZWATER, D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright,
ltlg. Western
Newspaper
Union.)

Hardshell Hopper 4s an unpatriotic
All hall to good health! you never can
I'll no be denyln' that wtmmln are
He admits lie Is, himself. It
LESSON FOR JULY 7
foolish. God Almighty made 'em to
buy It,
only recently he came Into the lime
Tho' many by using a vegetable diet
match the men. George Eliot.
Old Hezeklah Hopper (lied
light.
Have lived a long life, with nerves
BEGINNING THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.
steady and quiet;
year or so ago and left two million
GOOD THINGS FOR OCCASIONS.
Then
listen to wisdom, ye people, and
Ills'
dollars. He left half
fortune to his
It.
try
LESSON
TEXT
Acts
1:
nephew, another young man of the
One may find some among these
GOLDEN TEXT Whosoever will, let
name of Latimer Cobb, and the other
him take the water of life freely. RevelaDO YOU LIKE ONION8?
which will appeal to the taste and be
22:17.
half he left to his other nephew. Hard
tion
worth while saving
DEVOTIONAL READING John
shell Hopper. Hardshell Is called that
Most of us ore selfish In regard to
for various occaFOR
MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL
because he's got that kind of a shell,
TEACHERS Acts
Romans the onion prefer to eat Ihein oursions.
or so It would seem. The testator had
selves rather than si beTart.
Cherry
PRIMARY TOPIC Loving- and trusting
this money all nicely Invested In good
a
side neighbor who has,
Take rich canned
Jesus. John
paying five and six per cent securities.
when
we have been deMEMORY VERSE We love because he
cherries (preserved
For about a year the young man
first loved us. I John 4:18.
nied the privilege of eatwill
be
better),
clipped their coupons and collected
drain from their
ing them. Best of all Is
I. How Lydla Began the Christian
their dividends. The war was in their
to have everybody eat
Juice and add to
Life (vv.
midst, and young Latimer Cohb sua
it a bit of cornthem, then nobody Is ofLydia was the first couvert to
scribed to everything in sight, and got
starch or arrow root to thicken slightfended.
Christ- in Europe. Hers was a typical
his name in the papers and kept it
The custom started In ly; cook until all the starchy taste Is
conversion. Note the steps therein:
there. He must have given up as
one town called, "onion removed. Bake a rich pastry shell,
L Attendance at the place of praymuch as fifty thousand dollars out of
day, when everybody fill with the cherries and pour over
er (v. 13).
his million, to the Liberty loan, the
eats them, is good, but the thickened Juice. Set In a warm
was'
at
Bed Cross, the Bed Triangle and other
here
accustomed
Hie
think of the suffering of the poor peo- oven for fifteen minutes, then serve
place
the
accustomed
came
The
river side.
Things that
place ple who can't or won't eat them. One with sweetened whipped crenm. Serve
along.
.
..
,
...
w
n.l
"But what I really want to do," said ,rv.i,v.
" ...I
" .l.w.a gootj ungnsninan
, ,
We would hot or cold-ai
i
'"""J I.. j
said :
,mi
preferred. Orange Jelly
wom
men
Latimer Cobb, ls to 'double or treble
w',hout
be,ter
wlihout put Into a pastry shell covered with
as a'big subscriber so that folks
wl,ht
paper
1
eg-of
with
connection
nlom,
my money then I'll give twenty-fiv- e
places
are
cream
Many
Is another delightful
whipped
gmpy
will tatow what ktod of a good patriot
raiiMnneu wwsnip, um
per cent of all I make to furthering j ara
hwmis va cnaracteriess without the piquant fla- - pie.
or Interests in the war."
01 ,ne on,on or " toucn of garllc'
Ice Cream in Cases.
Buke angel
"You ain't a patriot, Latimer." sahj
V
7
V. TL. SIT?
He looked about film. He picked out Hardsell
l "T "
w n
good vegetable food In la round tin. Remove the top,
that through
"get
Hopper,
-a good likely looking munitions stock
"
take
sttmuiat"
out the center and fill with vanil"
nign, Deing
your head. We're only protecting our
and women to", Ing, antiseptic, and prophylnctlc. For la lee cream ; cover with
If money had to be made out of the own
interests In
this money to urgent call to all Inmen
whipped
sulva-tioof
the
themselves
the
war by munitions concerns he might the government. loaning
way
weak
and
place
feeble
the
onion will cream or crushed fruit and serve at
We're doing not a
no
can
save
t
one
While
himself,
new
as well make some of it, then, as he blamed
Our
give
strength,
grandmothers once.
thing but feathering our nests."
said, be would turn around and give
Braised Tongue. Cook a beef tongue
You can't knock that queer idea out yet all can put themselves In the way knew the value of onions when used
There are middles, smocks, sweaters the simple but swagger little coat
readof
salvation
a lot of it to the war, and get his of Hardshell
as
a
church,
In
a
by attending
poultice or
cough syrup.
slowly until tender, with a slice of ami coats for
Hopper's head.
that
fact
etc.
The
the
outdooring, that Is, for all shown in the picture, need not fear
name In the papers and keep it there,
ing
Bible,
very
The antiseptic effect Is found In the onion and a bay leaf added to the
sorts of sport and recreation wear. comparison with coats of more costly
such opportunities are placed hefore action of the onion In the large Intes- water while
right along. He was a patriot, he
Remove
the
cooking.
And their comrades are skirts, bloomWHERE BELGIUM STANDS
men and women is a presumptive call tine where Imperfectly digested food tongue; skin It and
goods It has some points of advantage
knew he was a patriot, and he kept
place It In a cas- ers or breeches, according to the sort over them. It Is made
of summer flanof Ood.
saying so. He was proud of it, In
may be causing
The serole; add the water in which the of service
to be required of them. For nel In any of the gay bright colors and
fact.
2. Listening to the preaching of the onion disinfects the whole system, tongue was cooked thickened with
By HON. E. TJE CAHTIER,
tennis and golf, skirts that will wash touched up with white in pearl buttons,
But Hardshell Hopper wasn't he
Minister of Belgium.
Word of Ood w. 13, 14).
cleanses and heals.
Hubert Louis three tnblespoonfuls each of flour and
and again nnd come out as fresh pique collar and arrow-heafinish of
admitted that he wasn't. A friend of
His excellency, K. de Cnrtler, Bel
, Paul took advantage of the oppor- Stevenson calls "the onion the poetic butter mixed ; add a pint of stewed again
Hardshell's who was going around sell' gian minister to the United States, tunity which was given him by the soul of the salad bowl." Truly few tomatoes, strained, a small carrot nnd tinfarjed as when they were new, pockets.
not been rivaled as yet by bloomhave
Just the skirt for this coat is shown
log Liberty bonds went to see Hard' has sent the Vigilantes the following assemblage of this group of devoted salads can do without the zestful vege- chopped, a clove of garlic, half a
ers or breeches for some other sports, with It. It Is of heavy white pique
sliell about buying some of the bonds. expression of the attitude of his 'Coun- women to preuch Christ to them. He table.
of Worcestershire sauce, a skirts are n
of
the
With
and fuslens at the middle of the front
thing
pnst.
A bit of parsley taken after eating few dashes of red pepper and simmer
"Now, that's a pity," groaned Hard
was alert for and prized highly the optry :
these
shell Hopper, "but fact Is, Steve, Just
The principles which you ihave al portunity to tell the people about onions Is the best breath purifier with the tongue for two hours. Serve worn wnshtible skirts plnln blouses are where a row of white pearl buttons finand
little
coats
made
of ishes the overlapped seam. There
swagger
this morning I Invested my whole pile ways stood for, and for which you are Christ. He knew also how perilous known, although everybody has a from the casserole.
summer flannel, serge or other
are any number of sport bats that will
in
securities,
again fighting, are the principles which It was to neglect to witness for Christ remedy: milk, an apple, ns well ns a
Roquefort Salad. This Is a most deof
and,
course, sweater or top off this prnctleal and pretty outain't got a dollar left. Now, If you'd have always animated my little country at a time when unsaved people are dozen other breath-killerA person lightful salad for Roquefort lovers. sweater coats.
fit. But Its youthful wearer has chosen
been around here yesterday "
and for which we, too, ore lighting, together.
The opportunity Is God's with a good digestion will not carry Take a crisp head of lettuce, well
The coat's the thing this yeiir, that a tain of white corduroy, one of
Next night Steve, his friend, came shoulder to shoulder, with your own call to preach Christ. It Is a great onion odor on the breath very long.
washed, dried and chilled; arrange In has almost absorbed
the attention of the "blue devil" models that embodies
around again. Steve shook him earn' brave boys. We are fighting for free- thing to huve faithful men and wom
Onion With Cheese One of the a salad' bowl that has been rubbed those who
specialize In designing sport much dash. Its long tassel matches
estly by the hand. "Why, Hardshell," dom and independence. Your soldiers en who can Intelligently minister at most appetizing of hot dishes is cook with a cut clove of garlic, add four clothes. And It bus been
Where
presented In the cont in color.
he cried, "you're the biggest patriot In will not come bnck until it Is all over, such times.
ed onion with cheese. Put a layer of tablespooufuls of oil (good sweet a variety of new styles so that more dignified Is needed, forsomething
an older
olive oil), one of vinegar, a tablespoon-fu- l when It Is
tnis town, Vou've invested all your over there; neither will ours lay
3. Her heart was opened by the cooked onions In a baking dish, a layslipped on over a woman, one of the coconut braids In
of
chilli
a
money a million or more In the Lib- down their arms until the world is Lord (v. 14).
half
sauce,
er of cheese and rich white sauce,
teaspoonful skirt and blouse it tones up the cos- white embroidered with yarn or silk
erty loan. You're the biggest man made safe for honest people.
The individual may place himself then another layer of each finishing of salt and a few dashes of cayenne tume, lending it neatness. Sleeveless flowers against the crown, would make
we've got the foremost of our paGermany offered us a shameful bar in the .way of salvation by coming with a layer of buttered crumbs on pepper. Mix well, toss over the let- coats of satin and velvet were
among a good choice, and there Is the perennial
triots."
gain. She offered to spare our counnear to the means of grace, and the top. Bake until Hie crumbs are brown. tuce broken bits of Roquefort, using these new Ideas and have proved them- Panama with handsome bund or scarf
Hardshell Hopper shook his head, try nnd to Indemnify us, If wj would
as
much
or
one
ns
Add
little
desires.
selves successful. Among new arrivals that belongs to all summers.
preacher may preach the Word of 3od, Use a good flavored, rich cheese, other"Don't get off your trolley, Steve," he let her pass through to accomplish her but there Is no hope of salvation until wise baking It .will make It
more dressing in this proportion, servstringy.
our
her
crime
and
"I
a
all
ain't
against
cold.
neighbor
eald,
patriot. My cousin,
very
the heart is opened by the Lord (John
Onions roasted with their skins on, ing
Latimer Cobb he's a patriot every- neighbor, France. She wished to make 6:44, 45). While the salvation of are
Crackers covered with Jam and over
nnd served with
delicious,
peeled
us
an
in
her
and
she
so.
But
crime,
I ain't. Why, bless
accomplice
Hint creamed cheese, is delicious with
body says
every one is dependent upon this sov- butter, salt and pepper.
you, man, I've only been feathering my gave us twelve hours in which to muke
a cup of ten for dessert.
net of the Lord, yet we can be
ereign
was
hours
our
eleven
minds.
That
nest."
up
sure thut he Is willing at all times to
However dull a woman may be, she
minutes too much. We do
"You've put one million dollars Into and
this for those who, like l.ydia,
will understand all there Is In love.
Cookery ronalsts of the knowledge of
sufher
have
We
base
offer.
this war," said Steve.
spurned
the mutual Influences of Ingredient!
However
of
w:v
In
the
his
themselves
Intelligent a man may be, he
place
we
no
have
but
and
the judicious management of heat
regrets.
will never know but hair of It.
tucked one million away fered,
"I've,
saving grace.
-- Mad. Fee.
Having tried In vnln to bribe us 'by
where Its safe and sound," drawled
4. She was baptized, (v. I.'i).
GOOD WAYS OF USING CURRANTS.
Hardshell Hopper, "where I don't have offers of immunity, the Germans reThis ordinance follows belief In
WAR DISHES.
to worry about It. I got a security sorted to violence and Intimidation.
In
the
The
Invariable
rule
Chlrst.
You all know the story, although many
d
that won't be taxed, and Unit's as
While currants are in season let us
was for believers to be
A most appetizing way to use
as they make 'em, backed by of the details cannot be told until our early church
up some for winter, nnd use Jhem
put
no
Is
salvation
While
there
fish is to carefully remove the
about three hundred billion dollars' witnesses are freed from the menac baptized.
fresh for various dishes.
of
in
the
water
baptism, yet hearty
skin and bones, keeping
worth of assets and that's enough ing claw of the German eagle. I say
Fresh currants, mixed
be rendered In this
the fish as unbroken as
for me. But don't you go calling me to you that whoever undertakes to obedience should
with sugar, make a most
2:38-41- ;
8:1?; Mark 16:
possible and' arrange. It
names I don't deserve. I ain't no pa- write the history of the horrors com- respect (Acts
delicious breakfast fruit
her household to
lu a bnklng dish. Cover
triot. I'm only feathering my nest. mitted by the Huns of the twentieth 16). Lydia brought
when well ripened.
Is us it should be. She
This
Christ.
a
with
will
of
will
a
have
task
turn
that
sprinkling
century
a
want
If you
patriot you go to my his soul sick.
Ripe Currant Pie.
of the new life, In thut
showed
bread
signs
and
the
if
crumbs,
He's the boy for
cousin, Latimer.
Crush a cupful of ripe,
those
toward
she
fish
is
not
a
gratitude
expressed
little
of
One
of
the
of
crimes
rich,
the
greatest
you."
red currants, odd a cupIn her consweet fat in bits. I'our
Steve went around to see Hardshell's Germany was to attempt to enslave who had been Instrumental
ful of sugar and let
version
1.r) by constraining them
over
(v.
cream
or
sufficient
to
our
to
workmen
and
force
them
cousin, Latimer.
Reut the yolks
stand.
to share the hospitality of her home.
rich milk to moisten
"At any rate," he said to Latimer, "I work for our enemy and against their
of two eggs and add two
well
and
bake
Bethe
of
own
until
Tens
brothers.
thousands
of
II.
How
the
Philippian Jailer
can sell some bonds to you."
tnblespoonfuls of water
buttered crumbs on top
nnd a tablespoonful of corn flour or
Latimer glowed with patriotism. honest workmen were torn from their gan the Christian Life (vv.
well
are
browned.
Serve
from
the
wives and families, loaded on trucks
1. The occasion (vv. 25, 26).
cornstarch ; mix with the fruit and
"Steve," he said, "I promise you you'll
The casting out of the spirit of di- baking dish.
be the boy I'll buy 'em of. And I'm like cattle and deported to Germany.
and cook until smooth.
Bake
sugar
French
Baked
Fish.
fish
Stuff
the
were
There they
tempted by offers of vination from the damsel landed Paul
nn under crust, fill with the cooked
going to buy a lot. But just now I
with
bread
to
our
plain
work for
dressing, sensoned mixture, cover with a
wages
enemy and and Silas In prison. The pain of bleedhaven't got a dollar to my name. I've high
meringue, usto sign a
"voluntary con ing bucks, and of feet In stocks, kept well with salt and pepper. If there ing the two whites and two tableplunged on some munitions" stock
Is
left
it
any
around the fish.
to engage In such work but them from sleeping; hut not from
arrange
of sngnr. Spread over the
there's been a flurry It's gone down tract"
not sign. They were sub- praying and singing. The Lord heurd I'our over the fish a can of toma- - spoonfuls
brown In the oven.
and
on me, and I can't get out without a they would
top
toesuM
minced clove of gnrjected to starvation but they would thoir nrvop o.i unt
D,.rti...,.ba
Currant Cream Jlly. Soak an
Jiost tremendous loss. All I can do Is not
snlt and pepper, with
but whleh shook the jail, opened the doors
sign. They were tortured
to hang on like grim death. But the
"f ".vcune. Bake until ten- - ounce of gelatine in a cupful of wa"
would not sign.
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loosed
and
the
bonds
the
of
prison,
ter until soft, then add u cupful of
minute that I make a handsome profit,
Why the veilThe Germans tried to divide our from (lie prisoners' Hands.
Merely musculine them are simply hemmed.
are
er;
Steve, I'm yours. There's no man for house
boiling water and stir until the gela- minds will never figure out the answer probably destined to a short-live- They
"'"bit-Prep- are,
the
Itself but they "Imagrabbit
against
po2. The method j(vv.
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five hundred miles around that's got
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tine
this
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have the rest of pularitybut they are very charming.
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although they
vuln thing." In the early part
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.
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,
' a warmer feeling for the old flag than ined a
of currant juice time to
e!!
ponder the question. Veils
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'of the war, after having ravaged and , vv.
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J
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wer t
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boilSweeten
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But Latimer didn't make a hand- the Walloon district, after
ure
They
another pan and steam
strictly feminine institution look best under a plain, close mesh
finding that
some profit he didn't make any profit. our
earthquake was unusual in that It one hour. Remove the cover and ing hot over, the fire. Strain and Set nnd whether they ure woru to add without figures. Scrolls
or dots or othpeople could not 'be intimidated, loosed the bonds from the
cool.
a
to
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of
Add
half
to
chariii
fine
one
the face or to call attention er figures In front of the
prisouers' baste with the following mixture: A
cupful
Instead,
morning his shares of the 'Germans sought to separate Flaneyes, are
of
to
a
In
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Imnds.
the
charms
stock turned worthless on his hands. ders from the rest of
desperuttau
pint
whipped to
jailer cupful of Jelly (currant is best), a powdered sugar
already there, or fur some never pleasing; they look and are un,
by flatBelgium
to
to
was
add
about
commit
the
suicide.
Tills
mixture
cream;
other
The concern whose stock he'd bought
gelatine
reason, these nre mysteries only comfortable.
tering the Flemings and pretending to was averted by Paul's ussurauce that half cupful of mild vinegar and a and bent until stiff. Turn into a wet- the veiled
was as worthless as the stock.
lady can solve for us. But
tablespoonful of fat, mixed with, a
But the
be their special protectors.
sevmold
nnd
In
Ice
were
The
ted
and
safe.
make
all
the
suit
doors teaspoonful of
fact that
pack
As In a flash, one day, he found only result of the effort to divide
opportunity for capricious
'hey
mustard.
prepared
ornamentation and for variety two
himself penniless. He had to turn to Flanders from the rest of our country were opened and the prisoners free Serve with baked onions and brown eral hours.
one
Frosted Currants. Wash fine, large very good reasons for the loyalty with
escaped, showed him ray.
and earn ids living. Hardshell Hopper has been to arouse the most Intense and yet no
Minced Chicken With Green Pep. hunches of cherry currants, drain, dip which women favor them.
Job that Jiept body and unity throughout the land. All our that something unusual had occurred.
.gave him
New face veils this summer are nearsoul together. But one day something people immediately rallied in defense Therefore, he came trembling nnd per. Cover green peppers with boil in the white of egg, then in granu
The Isabella Color.
all woven with u large mesh ; the
on
himself
hefore
and
Paul
ly
to
lated
be
sugar.
prostrated
must
paper
dry.
Lay
remembered
cook
It
water
and
ten
Once
happened.
ing
of the unity of our country, whose
minutes;
.Spiiiiixh princess vowed not
hcxiigou-shapemesh appears to be
that Latimer Cobb, tike his cousin. motto Is like your own. You have the Silas.
to
drain, remove the seeds and cut In Serve as dessert.
her lingerie till a certain
best liked. Two examples of this par- warchange
(3) The great question (v. 30). la narrow strips, using a pair of scis
Currant and Cherry Conserve.
Hardshell Hopper, bad received for motto "E Plurlbus TJnum" "One Comwas won, nnd as that took many
one year at least, the income on those posed of Many,4' and ours is "Union the presence of the supernatural be sors. Melt'two tablespoonfuls of but- Take one pound of raisins, two ticular weave are shown at the left of months, the result was that fashionfive per cent securities that their dead Fait la Force"- - "In Union There Is cried out, "What must I do to be sav- ter, add one and a half tablespoonfuls pounds of tart cherries, three oranges the picture. They are circular and able Spanish ladles of the time, who
ed?" One's salvation is not' far off of flour, stir until well blended, then (the Juice and rind), four pounds' of tlont ubout the face. The veil ut the looked to this
node had Invested la. So Latimer Strength."
princess for lenleihlp
in the caprice of little and
when he utters this cry with sincerity. pour on
Cobb had bad aa Income aad tie had
of a cupful of sugar; chop the fruit and cook for top indulges
In the matter of dress, soon came to
chenille
dots
nnd
little
pasted-obig
answer
The
vital
In
31,
minutes.
Seal
air(3)
in(vv.
32).
small,
filed aa Income tax return. His
liquor In, which the chicken was twenty
of Army Training.
sort of linen
velvet leaves, all of them dancing In adopt a yellowish-brow'
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ," cooked. Bring to a boiling point, add tight Jars while hot.
come had been about fifty thousand
for their 'kerchiefs, tuckers, wimples
"When I warn In Louisville in Sep. Is the
the
all
breezes
wayward
wandering
to
be
"There
saved.
Another Conserve. Cook fire pounds
only way
a cupful of diced chicken and the
for the year aad the preaeat Income t ember," says Edward
Hungerford, Is none other name under heaven giv
they chance to meet. A few dots splat- and other similar apparel. The printax on fifty thousand dollars Is consid whose tour of the cantonments
peppers; again boll and serve on of currants until tender; add two tered over a lovely chin, make
Is re en
think cess' name was Isabella, and this
we.
must be pieces of toast.
among men, whereby
erable. But Latimer Cobb, the young
pounds of chopped raisins, cook ten twice of Its delicious curves. tjsA silk fashionable shade was known as IsaIn Everybody's Magazine, "I
ported
Chicken Victoria. Cream two table- minutes, then add three pounds (of scroll wanders in the most aimless and bella color, nnd one occasionally hears
patriot, whose Intentions had been ao noticed placards up and down toe saved" (Acts 4:12). Though the way
good, aad who was going to do so well streets of that unusually attractive of salvation Is restricted. It Is simple spoonfuls of chicken fat with three sugar. Cook ten minutes, add the
way over the veil be- this name applied In Paris even to
No
one who has believed
and easy.
egg yolks, add a fourth juice and grated rind of two oranges; low, but It just misses the eyes and this day to a sort of yellowish-browby the govern meat, found himself with town, asking the citizens to contrib'
on Christ has failed to receive it The ot a cupful of cracker or bread reheat and put Into Jelly glasses. The
out money to pay this tax. He was a ute $1 each for the
Just hits a very alluring pair of lips, thnt really does look .like linen that
teaching of read
patriot, and he had had a largo In ing aad writing to untutored lads out Jailer's faith was not blind faith, for crumbs soaked In a fourth of a cupful seeds of the currant. If objectionable, which goes to prove that a veil should had been dedicated to a laundryless
rome but he couldn't pay his Income
they spake unto him the word of the of milk fifteen minutes. Pour dn grad- may be strained rat before adding the be taken seriously and
Although we have had
adjusted with existence.
Camp Zachary Taylor. There are Lord, and to all that were In his house.
ax. The government Jailed him a at
ually one cupful of hot chicken stock other fruit In this conserve.
care.
every shade of lingerie, we have not
the
80,000 illiterate
among
young
very psoper thing to do. Hardshell men of Kentucky. A large number of They were taught the meaning of be- and when botling add a cupful of
At the left appears the "war bride" yet had this color. The next thing to
chicken cut In small bits.
Hopper raised some money on his them are In cantonments . and are lief In Christ.
veil one of the small consolations al- It, and something that surely wouldn't
The
evidence
a
of
transformed
went
and
Roll
(4)
Fried
Southern
and
Chicken.
around
bonds,
the
Liberty
lowed to the girl whose sweetheart Is appeal to all womankind. Is the new
making good soldiers. But few of
got Latimer Cobb out of Jail. Then them have ever been away from home life (w. 33, 34).
prepared chicken In flour seasoned with
away in the service t his country. It lingerie of nickel-grathat has been
He was baptized (v. 33). Aa alt, sage and pepper; place in an
A
a
he took him back to hi office.
(a)
with
notch in front, the is of navy blue chiffon and is draped put on the shelves of one or two of
scoop
Indeed, there are few who had soon as one believes on Christ he Iron
before;
hot
with
cover
whole
to
surrounded by a rim, has been about a navy blue or navy blue and the exclusive women's shops. There
fat
frying pan
"Latimer, son," said Hardshell Hop- ever boarded a railroad train until
the bottom ; set Into a hot oven and Invented for shaking Insects from white turban. This one Is finished Is a complete set of this gray underper, taking a sheaf of Liberty bonds they started for the Zachary Taylor. Wants to be baptized.
He
washed
bake
until
brown.
the stripes
(b)
tenderly
with a narrow silk fringe, but most of wear in crepe de chine.
out of his safe, "here are the bond These boys are willing and anxious to
plants and catching them.
Psul and Silas, showing that he '
that your million dollars bought"
write home, but It has been beyond of
no
was
the
brutal
longer
jailer (v. 34).
"Your bonds, you mean," moaned their knowledge. The fact that be
She Wanted to Knew.
Following Order.
(c) He rejoiced (r. 34). The one
It will harden, and stay on quite well.
Resembling Khaki.
Latimer, "bought with your million."
fore the cantonment training Is over who
"Ton are as pretty as a picture.
"Tou told me to answer all correChrist
Is
filled
Various shades of biege. biscuit and If you are knitting lace edging, and
with
accepts
really
Hardshell
returned
both
to
"No,"
read and
Hopper, they will be able
You look nice enough to eat" "I am spondents at any hazard."
.
"I
did," string nre dominant In the early sum-Ti- have only long steel needles, cut
"bought by your million. And they're write with a fair degree of facility Joy. A transformed
home (v. 34), more Interested Just now In eats than said the proprietor of the Plunkvllle
them short with a wire cutter, add a
clothes, because they are an
of the National army He(d)believed on
yours, but with a string attached to la a
In
declared
the
"Is
Til
"and
pictures,"
girl.
back
Gazette,
you
"Then
up."
of khaki. There are splashes paraffin knob at one end. and yea
Christ and was bap
them. You plunged on Wall street, training that la hardly to be Ignored.
a
camera
Is
It
or
ha.e
that
there
I'll
you
the
whole
paper tomorrow." of blue, black and green
require
the have a pair of dainty little lace
tized, and his household.
and went broke. I knew you would.
a lunch boxT" .
"Huhr "A lady sent me a line from neutral coloring to enliven against
it.
needles.
A- Frenchman has invented a heat
I knew ir had. to be. So, to save your
'Lncile'
me
and
to
asks
kindly print
Patience.
money for you, I engineered that ing store that burns almost any kind
Cruel.
How
the
rest
the
of
poem."
New Needle Knobs.
There Is one form of hope which Is
How to Make Ink.
munitions stock deal that you tangled of vegetable refuse satisfactorily.
Miss Smith "I always think of all
If the knob on the end of one of
never unwise and which certainly does
When breaking the point of an In.
yourself up In you see?"
I
mean
have
said
the
things
during
your knitting needles of bone or wood delible pencil or when sharpening It,
Comparisons.
"You?" exclaimed Latimer Cobb.
An electrically controlled machine not diminish In with the Increase of the day before I fall asleep at nlj,bt"
"My butler left me without any Dines off and is lost, as sometimes save the pieces and put In aa inkwell
that form It changes
knowledge.
"Yep," returned Hardshell, "I knew for sorting coffee beans has been
Jones
Miss
That
doesnt warning." "Tou got off easy. Mine 'Plcns, mold a little ball of melted with enough hot water to dissolve
"My
It name, and we call It patience.
it,
by a native of Munich.
you'd get trimmed so I thought I,
scare yoa much time for sleeping."
left me without any spoons,"
ffln, or of beeswax, on the needle. and you have a dandy bottle of ink.
Bulwer.
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Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Bowers, of
Albuquerque, attended the Patriotic
meeting of the Knight of Pythias
Tuesday night held at the Scottish
Kite Cathedral.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

Five hundred
very busy place.
pounda of yarn was unpacked and
represents the cost of $770.00.

NEW MEXICO

Busy Making Refugee Garments
Mrs- Ira Rawson has charge of
the summer work of the Junior Red
Mr. and Mr', N. R. Vinson and
Crss of the city schools in Santa
two daughters, of San Francisco,
Fe. This work will be carried on
California- are the guests of Mr and
VinMonday, Wednesday 'and Friday
William McN'icol and J. V.. Hall; Dors a woman always liave the Mrs. Hugh H. Williams. Mrs.
THE RED CROSS NURSE
afternoons of each week from 2 to
were Alhiiquerque i i I r ti tli citv'tast word? No, Mahle. sometimes she son is a sister of Mrs. Williams.
science room in
5 at the domestic
is t.ili:inc tn a woman.
She is the only woman who will
over Sunday.
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Theodore Rmmilt. Jr., state game
the dan- the Catron school building.
the
share
hardships
l)i T. ! Tannus, of Allninerciie. 'warden, attended the Cowboys Reand the privations at the members are busy making refugee
Mrs. LaiKing P.lonm and little
gers
garments.
ear and nose specialist is here union in l.as Vegas this week. He
front.
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Patriotic Features

CHAUTAUQUA

j

CAPTAIN DAVID FALLON
the greatest
lecturer
us with a
man

$29-30-
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SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
i.i.t
PASS AROUND THE LOVING CUP
Pick out the folks you F!e the least
and watch 'em for awhile;
They never waste a kindjly word.
they never waste a smile
They critize their fellowmen at every
chance they get.
They never found a human just to
suit their fancy, yet.
From them I guess you'd learn some
things, if they were pointed out
Some things that every one of us
should know a lot about:
another,
When someone 'knocks"
pass around the loving cup-- Say
something good about them, if
you have to make it up.
It's safe to say that every man God
made holds trace of good
he would feign exhibit to his
That
' fellows if he
could;
The kindly deeds in many a soul
are hibernating there
Awaiting the encouragement of other souls that dare,
To show the best that's in them and
an universal move
Would start the whole world running in a hopeful, helpful groove:
Say something sweet to paralyze the
"knocker" 6n the spot-Sp- eak
kindly of his victim, if you
know the man or not.
;

!'i:e-da-

-

lll

that peer and peer to find
the worst another holds,
The tongue that speaks in bitter-nethat frets and fumes and
The. eyes

s.

scolds.
The hands that bruise the fallen,
though their strength was made
to raise
The weaklings who have stumbled
at the parting of the ways
All these should be forgiven, for
they "know not what they do";"
Their hinderartce makes a greater
work for wiser ones like you;
So when they scourge a wretched
one who's drained sin's bitter cup.
Say something good about him if
you have to make it

Fourth Of July Musical
An inspiring patriotic musical
was rendered at the Scottish

pro-pra- m

Rite Cathedral last Sunday afternoon
honor of the Fourth of July by
local artists in the city. Those participating were:
Miss Ramona Beckner, organist;
Rev. F. E. Lochridge, reader; Robert
L. Ormsbee, baritone, and a quartet
in

consisting

of

Mrs-

-

Burton

Thomp-

Baby Birthday Party
The latter part of last week Mrs.
T. Harmon
Parkhurst entertained
the following guests and their babies
at a birthday party in honor of her
young son Donald, who was a year
old Saturday.
Present were; Mrs.
W. J- Barker.1 Mrs. K. M. Chapman,
Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mrs'. A. C. Wiley.
Mrs. If- H. Bell, Mrs. T.' Hughes,
Mrs. D. C. Collier, Mrs, Lansing
Bloom. Mrs. Leslie Gillette, and
Mrs. Brookes.
1

One Glorious Week
The Girls Club, of Raton, chaperoned by some of the mothers of the
young ladies, motored to "Clear
Creek" in the Cimarron canyon recently and spent one glorious week
camping in the mountainsThey
have returned home with an abundof
freckles
and
a good coat of
ance
tan but hanpy and feeling fine, remost
decidcly that their
gretting
stay was altogether too short. One
young lady in the party tried to perform a Douglas Fairbanks stunt and
fell off of a bluff, spraining her
right arm and received several bruises
including a black eye.

War Women Of Sunshine State
The war women of the Sunshine
State mobilized fonces last week at

the Mother-Daughtcougress in Albuquerque under the auspices of the
federal food administration.
That
the women are fighting earnestly
with a spirit of consecration to the
cause of winning the war was impressed on the hundreds of delegates
and visitors. Patriotism was at high
pitch throughout all the sessions of
this notable gathering that will find
an echo from the Atlantic to the Pacific. As one speaker expressed it.
"This assembly of war women of
the state will forge one more spike
in the coffin that is being built by
the American people for the corpse
of one William Hohenzollern."
Three hundred official delegates
from every corner of the state dined
1.
rii
j
111c
r.iK9
ai .1.
inree nines eacn uay
building and every meal was wheat-les- s,
In
the
and almost sugarlessState Armory where convention sessions were held there were three federal demontration kitchens where
women of national prominence, domestic science instructors from every
part of this state and ou; own "first
lady," Mrs.Lindsey. cooked war time
dishes and led discussi.ons on ways
New
and means of conversation.
Mexico Ruralister

son, Miss Florence Ormsbee, Melvin
Dunlavy and Robert L. Ormsbee.
The program follows;
.'
America
'
Marching Song of the French Army Brasher White
A wedding of interest to friends
Flanquette
was solemnized Wednesday mornThe Stars and Stripes Forever
Sousa ing at 6:30 at the Cathedral of St.
Miss Beckner
Francis when Miss Ida Brasher, of
A Toast to the Star Spangled Ban- St. Louis and Thomas J. Wrhite were
ner
Jno. J. Daly married. Rev. Monsignor Fourchegue
In the Morning
Klaxon officiating.
Rev. F. E. Lochridge
The bride and groom were attendBall ed by Miss Gertrude Gormley and
Soldier of Mine
Mr Ormsbee
Jack Collins.
A wedding breakfast followed the
Battle Hymn of the Republic
Just Before the Battle Mother
ceremony at the residence of Mayor
The Vacant Chair ..."
and Mrs. E. P. Davies. Present were:
Mr- and Mrs. T. J. White, Miss GerMiss Beckner
For Our Dead ...... Sir Sidney Lou trude Gormley. Jack Collins, Mr. and
The Anxious Dead . . 'Jno- McCrae Mrs. Frank Lavan and Mrs. E. P.
In Flanders Field .. Col. Jno. McCrae Davies.
Mr. Lochridge
Recessional
De Koven
Union Department Meeting
Quartet
The Missionary department of the
Italian National Hymn
Woman's Union of- the First PresRule Brittania
Marseillaise
byterian church will meet this after,
noon with Madame A. P. Bloom,
Star Spangled Banner
Manhattan avenue, at 3 o'clock--Afte- r
Miss Beckner
the business session Mrs. Stephenson will have charge of the proThe Eastern Star Chapter
Of Raton after its regular busi- gram and will present a paper on
ness meeting last Tuesday evening Africa, which will be followed by
entertained fifty members and a few current events by the members.
invited friends from among the Masonic fraternity in the city at a de- War Relief Club
lightful musical program interspersThe members of the War Relief
ed with several fine readings. The
Club met with Miss Jessie Carroll
gentlemen members of the order servWednesday evening.
ed refreshments.
.
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are made in the ribbed tread
familiarly associated with
Cord Tires and in the fa- -
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No matter which of these
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tires you choose you cannot
go wrong!
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They are big, sturdy,
beautiful combining resiliency, speed, mileage,
safety and comfort.
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